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Blaze Levels Doran Tobqcco Floor
•••

Damage Estimated
At Over $250,000

•

Damages estimated at over
$250,000 were caused by a fire
which started at 11.45 p.m.
Tuesday at the Doran's Loose
Lea( Tobacco Floor.
The building was leveled by
the blaze, which was battled all
night by city firemen and
County Rescue Squad volunteers.
An estimated 300,000 pounds
of dark-fired tobacco was
housed in the floor, according to
T.C. Doran, co-owner of the
floor. The tobacco market is
scheduled to open Monday,
January 15.
The loss to the tobacco was
estimated by Doran at $200,000
with the loss of the building
valued at $50,000 to $60,000.
Doran said the tobacco loss
was insured, but was not sure
how the farmers would be
reimbursed for the loss_ He said
that some of the records had
been saved, but that others had
been lost in the fire.
Doran was unsure as to plans
to rebuild in the same location
The firm had been in operation
in Murray since 1941.
Damage was also sustained to
a warehouse of the Murray
Lumber Company, located
adjacent to the tobacco floor
The building was owned by H.
Glenn Doran, also co-owner of
the tobacco floor, but an
estimate of the damage could
not be obtaind--Henry - Fulton, owner of
Murray Lumber Company.
estimated the damages to
materials stored in the
warehouse at $10,000 to $12,000
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He said that no fire damage was
sustained, but that there was
water damage and damage
when a wall of the tobacco floor
fell over onto the FOOL
Fulton praised the efforts of
the Murray City firemen and
the Rescue Squad volunteers,
saying the firemen "did a good
job in containing the fire."
The fire apparently started in
the basement, but no cause
could be deterrruned, according
to fire department -awes& •,
Three trucks responded to Ilia
call from the city and one trod
from the Rescue Squad.' --Firemen battled the fire in
temperatures which hovered
around the 12-degrees mark,
laying 3,000 feet of 2,2-inch
hose, and 403 feet of 142-inch
hose The Rescue squad laid an
additional 300 feel of 1"2-inch
hose.
The firemen received the call
at 11 45 p.m Tuesday, and were
still on the scene this morning,
where baskets of tobacco were
still smoldering in the ruins of
the building.
Ten years ago, on January 14,
1963, the Outland Loose Leaf
floor burned. The floor was
located across the railroad
tracks, east of the Doran Floor.
Approximately 25 Rescue
Squad volunteers assisted the 21
city firemen in fighting the
blaze. City firemen said that
other than the cold temperatures, the weather was riot
a problem in fighting the blase.
No wind problems were
reported by the firemen
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TOBACCO FLOOR FIRE—Midst'Lome Leaf Floor was completely destroyed by fire last night
The blaze started shortly before midalglit, and baskets of tobacco were 'till smoldering this morning

•0••

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
50 per cent of the standing
timber is in National Forests
which are owned by the
government. 20 per cent is
owned by private citizens. 12
percent is in other publiclands.
Only 16 per cent is owned by the
forest industry.
Following is where lumber
comes from in billions of board
feet.
982
yational Forests
223
,Other public
382
Private
317
Forest Industry
Total-1.9 trillion board feet.
Samson's name was Samson,
not Sampson.
The plants of both major
newspapers in Managua were
totally destroyed by the earthquake I,a Prensa and
Novedades were both ''reduced
to rubble"
."Look well to the hearthstone; therein all hope for
America lies"...Calvin
Coolidge.
•''Money Is not required to buy
(Continued on Page Twelve

The Weather
zsitos=====
Cloudy tonight with a.chance
of occasional snow flurries late
tonight and again Thursday and
continued cold. Low tonight 5 to
10 above. high Thursday in the
low to mid 20s. Friday cloudy'
and cold with occasional snow
flurries

Lions Hear
Dr. Houston
At Meeting

Dr. Hal E. Houston, Murray
surgeon, was the speaker at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Lions Club Tuesday evening,
Jan. 9. Dr. Houston is a member
of the local Lions club and was
introducedby James Harmon,
program chairman.
physician
Murray
The
reviewed some of the medical
progress in Calloway County
and discussed various medical
procedures and techniques. He
showed several instruments
now used in medical practice
including artificial arteries,
improved metal pins for pinning
broken bones and several
others.
Dr. Houston was complimentary of his fellow doctors
and also praised Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston and
members of the Murray(Continued on Page Twelve)

Post And Auxiliary Of
Legion Plans Meeting
Murray American Legion
Post No. 73 and Auxiliary will
hold its regular' meeting on
Friday, January 12, at seven
p.m. at the Legion Hall at Maple
and South Sixth Streets.
Roy Folsom, commander of
the legion, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.
,ROTC MEETING
The -ROTC Cadet wives and
fiancees will have their regular
Meeting on Thursiiay, January
11, at 7:30 pm. in Room 25,
Wrather Hall, Murray State
University.

Firemen from the Murray( Ity Fire Department and the Calloway t ounty Rescue Squid battled the.
blaze throughout the night. and city firemen remained on the scene this morning.—
Staff nate by David na

Fisher-Price Toys
Displayed, Library
A large number of FisherPrice toys are now on display at
the Calloway County Public
Library. The toys are on loan
from the Bank of Murray and
will be shown through January.
We are pleased to help
acquaint local persons with a
great variety of toy products
manufactured by Fisher-Price
who will soon open a factory
here in Calloway County," a
library spokesman said.

Dr. Titsworth Is
Mayfield Speaker
Dr. A. H. Titsworth, Murray
dentist, was the guest speaker
at the meeting of the Mayfield
Rotary Club held Monday
evening.
The Murray man gave an
interesting narration of a slide
tour through Europe he made
with a tour group of forty-one
persons who spent three weeks
in Europe during the Olympics.
His travel-talk with slides made
in the European countries
showed familiar scenes and,out
of the way places as well.

Mrs. Ryan Elected
To National Office
Mrs. La Verne Ryan, assistant
professor of business education
at Murray State University, has
been elected to a national office
of Pi Omega Pi business
honor
education teacher
society.
She will serve during 1973 as
The fiaderrialnewsletter editot of
the society. Mrs. Ryan, who
joined the Murray State faculty
in . 1965, was chosen by the
membership assembly during
the annual convention in
Chicago last week.

ma"

Study Suggests Community
Colleges Be Under Board

Miss Nancy Spam

Nancy Spann
In State Chorus

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An outside study has commended Kentucky's system of
vocational
its
operating
training schools but suggested
that its community colleges be
placed under the state Board of
Education.
The study was made by the
Chicago educational consultant
firm of Booz, Allen di Hamilton,
Inc., under a contract from the
State Board of Education.
The state board discussed the
report Tuesday with Earl Bolton, a vice president of the firm
that did it, and was expected to
take some sort of action on it
after resuming its meeting
today.
At one point, the study asserted that "logically it would
appear that a strong case
might be made for placing
community colleges under the
jurisdiction of the state board
(of education) rather than under the state university." The
University of Kentucky has op.
erated the state's community
college system since it first
was establi,shed.
"Nationally community colleges are usually regarded as
opportunities to extend the
educational experience beyond
high school rather than as a
preparatory imlitution for additional higher education," the
study commented
"Most students in community
colleges are interested in
terminal and vocational pro-

Nancy Spann has been
selected to represent Murray
High School in the 1973 All-State
Chorus to be held in Owensboro,
January 11, 12, and 13.
Miss Spann was chosen from
a large number of singers
throughout the First District.
She is a senior at Murray High
School and is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann,
Dogwood Drive, Murray.
Miss Spann has participated
in Chorus for six years under
the direction of Mrs .loan
Bowker. She has received
outstanding ratings on her solo
voice at Spring Music festivals,
and this fall she was chosen to
participate in the Quad-State
Choral Festival at MSU
She has recently been named
to the listing of -Who's, Who
Among American High School
Students." She has also served
on the Student Council and is coeditor of the senior year book.
The All-State ('horns will
perform Mozart's -Missa
-Brevis" under the direction of
HAZEL SENIORS
James Ross Bean, Morehead
The Senior Citizens of Hazel
State University. The concert
am sche4bled to meet. TharWin'be presented fOr the Ken"May, January 11, at one p.m. at
tucky Music Educators Conthe-home of Mrs.Bradie White.
vention on Saturday, January 13
Dees Street. Hazel_
at Daviess County High SchOol.

grams," it said, "rather than in
continuing programs leading to
a four-year institution.
"Perhaps a method of jurisdiction could be devised in Kentucky," it continued, "which
would permit the expertise of
the Bureau of Vocational Education (in the State Education
Department) to be immediately
available to the community colleges with regard to their vocational-technical programs."
On vocational education as a
whole, the study asserted that
the present system of administering such training in Ken-

OANGER!!—Water from the fire hoses left the entire area
around Doran's Loose Leaf Floor covered with ice. Blocks from
the fallen walls littered the streets, covered with ice. Water
draining from the building froze on the streets, making conditions
even worse for the firemen battling the blaze

Continued on Page Twelve)
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AUTOMATION—Assistant fire chief Deb Newberry watches as automatic fire-fighting equipment
the
assists him in his job. The keeling temperatures encountered in the tobacco floor fire made
I Staff Photo hv David Hill ,
firemen'slob even Aore difficult.
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Copollo Not Overly Excited
Over Success Of 'Godfather'

SMAR TER BOMes

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COM.
PANT. Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071. Phone 753 1916
W. P Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C Wftfiams, Editor and Publisher
Gene MCCu,tcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer,
SAN FRANCISCO I AP) Becoming an instant millionaire is not quite the exhilarating experience you would
expect. Or so it occurs to the
man who directed and co-wrote
"The Godfather" on film.
Francis Ford Coppola haan't
seen all the money yet. But
with "The Godfather" soaring
over the $100 million mark in
rentals, there can be no doubt
that the film maker's percentage of the take will mount
in the millions.
YOU-Might think he'ttlictaw-

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers
tatives. Wallace Wilmer Co , 1509 Madison Ave ,
National Rep
Memphis, To Time &Life 13119 , New York. N V Stephenson Bldg ,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray S.15 per week, S1.5? per
month, SIO TO per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
57 50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 615 00
per year more than 150 miles from Murray, Sle 00 per year. All mail
Subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax
Entered daily at tne Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
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Asset of a Community
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Ten Years Ago Today
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Mrs. Alvis J. (Iva M. I Jones, age 69, died this
morning at her home near Lynn Grove.
Miss Jere Ann Brandon, senior at Calloway
County High School and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jain Brandon. Was named as Calloway County's
Junior Miss for 1963 at the Junior Chamber of
Commerce contest held at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
The marriage of Lyndia Nicks and James Dale
Cochran was solemnized on December 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Donna Ruth, to Clarence Woodrow
Herndon,Jr„ son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Herndon, Sr.
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Copies mows Woos

Bacon is advertised at 39 cents a pound in the
Parker's Food Market ad today.

State Government Report

According to Boyle

A Test For Mental Shape At Start of the New Year

20 Years Ago Today
LIMOIER•

Mrs. Nettie Duncan, age 71, died January 6 at her
home on Dexter Route One.
A Christian Worker's Training School will be held
at the First Methodist Church January 26-30 with
Miss Lottye Suiter as dean and Rev. Paul T. Lyles as
pastor.
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
Miss Lillian Ruddle, daughter of Mr. and-Mrs:Appeals
MAYFIELD, Ky -When the Kentucky Court
Edgar Ruddle, was married to Hafford Gilbert, son__
this Monday ) Jan.8)the new Chief Justice was Judge
reconvened
27.
December
on
Gilbert.
Walter
Mrs
and
of Mr.
of Henderson. The silver-haired jurist succeeds

of

5.

The New Concord Redbirds lost to South Christian
$j33 in the finals of the International Relations
18th annual Porchase-Pennyrile Basketball
Tournament held at Carr gym, Murray Sate College.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
This is of a truth that prophet that should come
into the world.—John 6: 1 1.

The works of Jesus here on earth and the influence
of His spirit in the world ever since give proof that
He is the divine Son of God

Isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
One result of the sex revolt and the permissiveness
that have spread through the land is that there are
few, if any, fallen women anymore
"Bad women do not go to Hell as fast
as they used to. They don't belie.'
in it."
—Dictionary of Opinions

John S Palmore
Judge Samuel Steinfeld of Louisville, who held the post the past 18
months. Our state's highest court rotates the chief justice's seat.
Judge James B. Stephenson of Pikeville, for many years Pike
County Circuit Judge, is the newest judge on the high court He
Prestonsburg, whose term
replaces Judge F,dward P Hill
expired Dec . 31 and who Md not seek re-election.
The state Department of Insurance temporarily disapproved
last Friday rate schedules that would more than double present
premiums which coal companies pay for workmen's compensation for underground miners
University of Kentucky football fans are hoping that new head
coach Fan Curci can fill the new 58,000 seat stadium planned for
completion before next September Yet, closer to home, Murray
State University football fans are yearning merely for a completed new football stadium. The slow progress of the Murray
stadium is a real shame.
The subcommittee on County Fee System of the House and
Senate Interim Committee on Counties and Special District will
hold its initial meeting this Friday. Jan. 12, at 10:30 a.m. at the
state capitol. First District State Representative Ralph Graves of
Bardwell is chairman of the subcommittee. The present system of
compensating county officials and the changes recommended by
House Bill 673 of the 1972 legislature will be diacuseed. Several
county judges will be present to report on the operations of their
county's fee system in order to illustrate the variability of fee
systems in different counties.
During 1972 a total of 1,083 persons died on Kentucky highways.
That is sixty more traffic fatalities than 1971 and just three fewer
than the all-time high.
A former Kentucky State University ( at Frankfort) psychology
professor, Bobby Gene Ward, filed suit last week in Franklin
Circuit Court for $27,000 in damages against the school's board of
regents and three officials. He alleges he lost his job because he is
white. Ward was on the predominantly black university's faculty
from 1969 until May of last year

•
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"But it's not quite what it
seems," said Coppola, a bulky,
black-bearded man of 33.
The reason has to do with the
director's rocky career in
films. He started six years ago
1t5 one of the pfongstajl 4ener.
ation of university-trained -film
makers. In fact, his first film,
"You're a Big Boy Now,' constituted his master's thesis at
UCLA. He then directed "Finian's Rainbow" and "The
Rain People."
Coppola had the dream of establishing a colony of film makers away from the Hollywood
Establishment. He induced
Warner Brothers to back him
in a San Francisco-based com-

pany. Things went wrong, and cy,"..and it stars Gene Hacklast year he found himself man and Robert Duvall.
"This picture will cost about
$300,000 in debt. He accepted
"The Godfather" in hopes of a million and a half," the director remarked. "That's toe
solving his financial woes.
"I not only had to pay back much. I'd rather make pictures
$300,000 to Warner Brothers; I for $700,000, but I can't do that
had to pay another $300,000 that any more.
"The daily cost of a more exthey wanted to cancel the
deal," said Coppola. -I've also pensive picture makes you a
got to Pay taxes on all that nervous wreck. You're anxious
not to make mistakes-you
money."
dare not make mistakes; and
He admitted that future earn- that's
when you make misings from -The Godfather"
takes."
financial
his
establish
should
Coppola said he still hasn't
independence. But his newrecovered from the tension he
found wealth has its drawexperienced during the early
backs.
of "The Godfather." He
filming
"It's impossible for me to
was fighting for his own survfirmake a 'small' picture any
al. Displeased with the footage,
raw," he complained. "To
Paramount was sounding out
make one, the principals inother directors to take over.
yolved must work for small salSome of the crew members
aries, deferring payments until
were openly antagonistic. He
later But how can I ask them
fired peni, got the film on the,
to. work4, for little money?
right track and the rest
They'd say, 'But you're rich!"
During the past year Coppola
Coppola who maintains his
home and office here, is now wrote the screen play for "The
filming "The Conversation." Great Gatsby," staged a play
It's his first movie since "The and an opera in San Francisco,
Godfather" and his first for the wrote and is directing "The
new Directors Company which Conversation." He is unhe formed with William Fried- derstandably weary.
"But in June I have to begin
kin and Peter Bogdanovich to
release through Paramount. shooting 'Godfather Part 2,'
Coppola calls it "a psy- and I haven't even started writchological thriller about Drive- ing it yet," he remarked.

OPINION

May 29 and November 6 are election days in Kentucky this year.
The Democratic and Republican primaries precede the general
elections All 100 House of Representatives seats and one-half the
38 State Senate seats are contestable. Also, this is the year for
incumbents and candidates seeking offices at 120 county courthouses and most city halLs across the state.
Some of the governor's staff were on the job New Year's Day:. A

ORE., BENTON COUNTY
telephone call came to each member of the Senate and House
Interim State Government Committee, stating that Gov. Wendell
• HERALD:"You just cannot conquer a country that
;
Ford wanted the members to be present in his office Jan. 3 at 9
▪ believes in Freedom if you try to do it by force.
a
a.m. The purpose of the meeting was a briefing for the 16
UNis
that
it
There is something about
legislators on the proposed merger of the Department of Natural
: CONQUERABLE—Power is no enough. It isn't
Resources and the Environmental Protection Agency and an
enough between nation, and it isn't enough between
announcement of Gov Ford's appointment of Natural Resources
human beings."
-Commissioner Thomas ( Torn) Harris of Carrollton to the post of

- • - -CORY ALLIS,

BOGALUSA, LA., NEWS: "Labor shortages in
some sectors of the Soviet economy have some
forecasters predicting a serious labor shortage by
the year 2000 and the possibility that many will be
called out OT retirement to take up the slack. That's
one possible job boom that isn't likely to attract
many, migrant laborers."

'. BRANSON, MO., WHITE RIVER LEADER: "I
would like to hear just one presidential candidate
make an honest statement, maybe sbilirthing like.
this: 'This is that'I'll try to do if I am elected if
congress goes along with it, the supreme court will
allow, it. my party endorses it, and the polls show it
is what most the people want.'"

commissioner of the merged departments. Each legislator
present appeared to appreciate the chance to receive the
reorganization information before it was officially done later at a
preis conference The Republican and Democratic legislators
seemed to agree unanimously with the governor that former State
Sen. Harris, a talented, hard-working official, is the best man for
the new job. However, on the following day a former aide(Danny
Boggs) to ex-Gov. Louie B. Nunn filed suit in Franklin Circuit
Court seeking to block Harris' appointment, claitinIng the appointment violates the state Constitution. A hearing was set for
Tuesday of this week on Boggs' request for a temporary injunction. Section 44 of the Constitution prohibits a state legislator
from being appointed to a position created during the term for
which he was elected and for a year thereafter. So, the question:
Since Harris was a state senator during last June's special session
when the EPA was created, does the governor's merging of the
two agencies, callieg the EPA a "successor" agency to the
' Natural Resources Departmenciadequately circumvent the
• Constitution?
Max Hurt of Kirksey and Mrs. Pat Sturgill of Benton are two of
the nine Kentuckians appointed last week to the State.Advisory
Council on Libraries.

t,

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK ) AP --- The
start of the new year is always
rough. Common sense tells you
that each year is getting more
demanding than the one before.
That is the way the world is
going.
Therefore, now is the best of
all times to check up on
ourself to see that you are fit
for the ordeal.

You need a mental as well as
a physical exam_
A glance into the mirror will
-tell you what needs to be done
to tone your body up. But how
about your mind - that whetstone of decision, that buzzsaw
of performance? Is it ready to
face the ordeal and challenges
01 1973'
We've prepared a simple

Authority Thinks School
System Could Be Altered
To Meet Federal Guides
By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API - A
nationally recognized authority
on school financing thinks Kentucky could build. upon its
present system to comply with
any court decision requiring a
more equitable distribution of
funds.
This, said Dr. S. Kern Alexander, Jr., director of the National Educational Financing
Project INEFPI, would be
preferable to having the state
assume the entire burden of
paying for education.
Alexander was in town last
week to tape an interview that
will be seen Thursday night on
educational
Kentucky
the
television network.
The subject of school financing has been troubling educators and legislators throughout
the country for the past year,
ever since courts in Texas and
California ruled that dependence solely on property taxes
discriminated against children
from poorer school districts.
The Supreme Court is expected to rule on the issue during its present term.
Kentucky, like most states,
relies heavily on local property
taxes to pay for education. Approximately one-third of the
costs in the state are met locally, primarily through this method.
State Supt. for Public Instruction Lyman Ginger has predicted a special session of the
General Assembly might be
necessary if the Supreme Court
upholds the lower court rulings.
At the request of his office, the
NEFP has been studying possible changes in Kentucky's financing methods.
Alexander said the state had
three main alternatives:
-It could collect and reallocate all money in Frankfort
with the help of a state property tax.
-It could retain the present
minimum foundation program
but increase the state's contribution to eliminate disparity
among school districts.
-It could continue to provide
a minimum level of state SuPport but allow districts to go
beyond ttie required level of local support, with the state sup-

plenienting poorer districts that
mad. additional local effort.
As an example of this third
alternative, if the wealthiest
district were able to raise 10
times as much money per pupil
as the poorest district, with
both using the same local tax
rate, the state would give the
poorest district nine dollars for
each dollar it raised.
Alexander said any proposed
change in the present method
of financing assumed the legislature would abolish the rollback law, which has kept revenue from property taxes at virtually the same level for the
past seven years. Alexander
suggested an increase in the
present corporation and state
income taxes could be a source
for additional funds for equalization.
With an income tax rate similar to that in Oregon of 10 per
cent on amounts over $5,000
and varying rates below that,
Kentucky could raise an additional $140 million, Alexander
estimated.
He said such a rate wouldn't
be excessive. Kentucky's
present income tax rate is 6
per cent on earnings above
$8,000.
Alexander also said the state
could recognize an additional
130 million from a 7 per cent
across-the-board
corporation
tax instead of the present rate of
5 per cent on earnings below
$25,000 and 7 per cent on higher
amountc

easy-to-do home test that will
help you solve that problem.
Simply answer the following
questions:
If someone suddenly played
"Jingle Bells" in your ear right
now, would you either scream
silently or start denouncing
Santa Claus'
Do you think modern school
children get too many vacations and ought to spend more
tune studying and less time
frittering the year away'
Have you decided that etus is
probably the year you'll finally
go bankrupt before April'
Are you tempted now and
then to sell your house and become a hermit on a desert isle?
Do you tell yourself that you
and your whole family would
probably be better off if you
Just threw in the sponge and
went on relief?
Aren't taxes about twice what
you think you should pay"
Isn't it true you feel you
wouldn't need Social Security
when you retire -- if Uncle
Sam would just quit digging in
your pocketbook so much you
don't have enough to do any
real saving yourself'
Don't you just wish the government would let you have a
raise to pay commensurate
with the way you feel prices
have gone up'
For some reason inflation has
hit your family harder than it
has any other family in the
block, hasn't it'
You did get a little tired of
the football season toward the

I Pm,
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SALZBURG ANNOUNCES
MOZART WEEK
SALZBURG. Austria (AP)A Mozart Week sponsored by
the International Mozarteum
Foundation will be held from
Jan 20-28. 1973 here
The celebration will open
with the world premiere of
Frank Martin's "Ballade for
Viola and Small Orchestra
played by the Austrian Radio
Symphony
The Vienna Philharmonic
and Vienna State Opera also
will take part the latter with
two performances of The
Magic Flute
The 35 million handwritten or
typed manuscripts - housed in
fireproof, vault-like, air-conditioned stacks in the Library of
Congress - have been called
"the principal glory of the LT
rary
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Man's best Mend
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Alexander said that although
Kentucky utilizes nearly every
major tax, its rates, except for
the sales tax, are low in comparison with other states.
He said that in terms of the
state economy, Kentucky would
derive a much greater return
on dollars invested in elementary' and secondary education
than, for example, in highways.
He also said a state, in figuring the cost of education,
must combine what is lost by
failing to educate its children
at least through high school.
He said the dropout rate
among males currently between the ages of 25 and 35 bad
cost Kentucky an'estimated
$125 million in state revenue
because af lost earning power.

end, didn't you'
Nothing seems to last very
long anymore, and they simply
don't make things as well
,
nowadays as they used to
isn't that so'
Those are the questions Now
to your score.
If you answered no to more
than three of them, you are out
of your mind and living in a
fool's paradise.
But if you answered yes to all
the questions, you're in thei,
pink of condition. You simply
have a normal case of "winter
blues." You should weather
1973 in great shape. The more
desperate you are in Jamul-) ,
the more likely ou are to be
healthy in June.

. I.

oiN
THE AT fat

thru

NwW TuE.

'S
Gene remembered
,
It all.
That SUTITHIC
(florins; World War II,
the friendships
F rpm the
at school,
best sew
and most of all,
that realty snew
Ors tree
a cienerat.on
which changed
their lives forever.
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PEACE
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Smitt

Mr.

Miss Janie Smith
exchanged wedding
Methodist Church,
The bride la the
Smithland The groo
and Pascal Nance
The candlelight ce
afternoon by Rev. A
family and close Cr
The bride was gii
Smith.
The bride's only i
friend. Gary Nance,
The reception was
reception were MIS
Mrs. Varnell Smith
The groom is serv
Guadalcanal which'
bride plans to join he

Force
four A
By

DEAR ABBY
without even kiss
in the morning ho
without saying a
turns over and go
like a statue Woe

DEAR CURII
rape.

DEAR ABBY
was all right for
Thnnks a lot' M
needs is good loc
day. He's a good
turn him on, and
friends on his jr
know my husbani
Abby?

DEAR TI1E1,

DEAR ABB1
Abby, but after r
asked if it was c
had to put in n
I've been r
There's not a be
position and I'm
aware of this, is
clothes they weal
If a lady is
will be the first 1
a lady, my husl
"ladies," and the
So tell that
my truck driver
use a smile alon,

DEAR ABBI
bedroom apartrr
sister. Gertrude
been fighting wi
as I can rememi
For the past
taxi at all hours
other twin bed,
Naturally, I let
with me until sh
Now Sam
home." He says
she, would stay
'should know tha
to a hoteL She
Sam says it
will cut me out
do that' Please

DEAR LAD
at jeer &OP
refuse to let lir
wants to. but be
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Smith-Nance Vows Read

Mr. and Mrs. Hal E. Nance

Miss Coleman Crowned As "Miss Rainbow
1973" By The Murray Rainbow For Girls
Miss Phyllis Coleman was
crowned as "Miss Rainbow
1973" at the meeting of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls held on
Tuesday, January ,2, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Masonic Hall.
This was the second year for
Miss Coleman to win this honor.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Coleman, is fourteen
years of age, and a freshman at
Murray High School.
The honor is given annually to
the member who has acquired
the most points for work they do
concerning Rainbow Assembly.
Other Rainbow girls having
received this honor in past
Years . include Misses Lesa
Robertson, Betsy Riley, Donna
Boyd, Anita Flynn, and Joyce
Winchester.
Miss Nita Atkins, worthy
advisor, presided at the
meeting. Miss Leslie Klein,
recorder pro-tem, read the
minutes and Miss • Barbara
Sledd_, treasurer, gave her
report.
An election of officers was
held with Kathy Higginbotham
elected as faith, Barbara Sledd
as recorder, and Paula Cook as
treasurer. The installation of
new officers will be held on

Men's And Women's
Group Meets Held
At Independence

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR CURIOUS: No. It's more like STATIONARY
rape.
DEAR ABBY . In one of your columns you told a girl it
was all right for her to smile and wave at truck drivers.
Thanks a lot' My husband is a truck driver and all he
needs is good looking girls waving and smiling at him all
day. He's a good-looking guy, and it doesn't take much to
turn him on, and I'd just as soon he didn't make any new
friends on his job. Not all truck drivers are alike, but I
know my husband better than you do, so watch it, will you,
THELMA IN PASSAIC
Abby?
DEAR THELMA: I'll watch it. Thelma.
DEAR ABBY: Never thought I'd be writing to Dear
Abby, but after reading the letter from that young girl who
asked if it was okay to smile and wave at truck drivers. I
had to put in my 2 cents' worth.
I've been married to a truck driver for 19 years.
There's not a better husband and father It's an honorable
position and I'm proud of him. Maybe moat people aren't
aware of this, but 70 per cent of the food they eat and the
clothes they wear are delivered by trucks
If a lady is stranded on the highway, a truck driver
will be the first to stop and help her And speaking of being
a lady, my husband stopped to help a couple of so-called
"ladies," and they robbed him of all his money.
So tell that gal to keep smiling I 'hope she smiles at
my truck driver someday, for it's a lonely job and he can
KANSAS WIFE
use a smile along the way.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, 67, living alone in a onebedroom apartment. The only living relative I have Ls a
Sister. Gertrude is 73, married and very well-to-do She has
1 been fighting with her husband Sam, who is 75, for as long
as I can remember
For the past year, Gertrude has been coming here in a
taxi at all hours of the night asking if she can sleep in the
other twin bed, because she and Sam had another fight.
Naturally, I let her stay Sometimes she spends two nights
with me until she's sure Sam has cooled off.
Now Sam rafts accusing me of "breaking up, his
home." He says if I didn't let his wife come here to-•%eep
she, would stay home where she belongs. The old fool
should know that if I didn't let her sleep here she could go
to a hotel. She has plenty of money
Sam says if I let Gertrude sleep here one more night he
will cut me out of his will, and his wife's will, too Can he
LAUDERDALE LADY
do that' Please advise me
shows up
DEAR LADY: Tell SLie that when your sister
mak.,
we% yew' you sdll set
at joss doer di spend 3re.
will if be
refuse to lei her is. He can cut you oat of his
wife's.
his
of
out
you
cut
can't
Wallal to, but he

The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Miss Doris Rowland, 308 Irvan,
at 7:30 p.m
— —
The Arts and Crafts Club will
not meet this month.
An exhibition of mixed media
by Marcia A. Durrant, assistant
professor of art at Murray State
University, will open for 22 days
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Art Exhibit of pailltings by Ed
Garman, West Coast colorist
from Imperial Beach, Calif.,
will open at the Clara M Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, for 22
days.

Paula Kaye.Poynor
Becomes Bride Of
Reginald' McNutt

Miss Phyllis Coleman
Tuesday, January 9, with Miss
Linda George to be installed as

DEAR ABBY My husband falls into bed dews urea
without even kissing me goodnight. Then about 4 o'clock
in the morning he wakes me up and forces himself on me
without saying a word After he has satisfied himself he
turns over and goes to sleep All the while I am lying there
like a statue Would you call this statutory rape?
CURIOUS IN FRISCO

Wednesday, January 10
The Rath Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women wiV meet at the honie of
Mrs. Ace McReynolds, 205
North 10th Street, at 7.30 p.m.

worthy advisor.
Mrs. Vicki Nance, majority
member, was elected as Mother
Advisor for the next year by the
Advisory Board. Mrs. Twila
Coleman has served as Mother
Advisor for the past two years.
Members present were
Melissa Bucy, Phyllis Coleman,
Lesa Robertson, Janie Lamb,
Vicki Kalberer, Melanie Wilson,
Mary Kay Oakley, Joni Scott,
Nita Atkins, Lucretia Crawford,
Barbara Sledd, Paula Cook,
Linda George, Debbie Nance,
Kathryn Coleman, Kathy
Higginbotham, Becky Edwards, Leslie Klein, Irene
Futrell, Mary tloran, Martha
McMullin, and Becky Humphries.
Adults present were Mrs.
Lillian Robertson, Mrs. Martha
Hutchens, Pat Evans, George
Williams, and Mrs. Twila
Coleman.

Miss Janie Smith and Radamian Third Claw Hal E. Nance
exchanged wedding vows Saturday, December 23, in the United
Methodist Church, Smithland.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Smith of
Southland. The groom is the son of Mrs. Joe W. Smith of Murray
and Pascal Nance of Paducah.
The candlelight ceremony was performed at two o'clock in the
afternoon by Rev. Al,. Fresher in the presence of the immediate
family and close friends.
The bride was given in marriage by her brother, Harry Van
Smith.
The bride's only attendent was Thressa Ann Duncan a close
friend. Gary Nance, brother of the groom,served as bestman.
The reception was held in the church basement. Serving at the
reception were WES Karen Sue Smith, Mrs. Ruby Hooks, and
Mrs. Varnell Smith
The groom is serving with the United States Navy on the USS
Guadalcanal which is home ported in North Fork, Virginia. The
bride plans to join her husband in a few days.

Force at
four A.M.

Wedding Vows Read In Memphis

Miss Paula Kaye Poyner,
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J.B. Poyner College Farm
Road, became the bride of Jesse
Reginald McNutt, only son of
Mr and Mrs. Jesse McNutt,
1405 West Main Street, on
Friday, December 29.
The double ring ceremony
was performed before the
fireplace in the borne of Bro.
Henry Hargis, minister of
Church of Christ, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
For her wedding, the bride
wore a fashion tweed knit two
piece suit with a white turtle
neck blouse. Her bridal bouquet
was a large purple orchid which
she carried in her hands.
The bride is a Murray High
School student and employed
part-tune at Roses Department
Store,
The groom is a graduate of
Murray High School and is at
present a junior at Murray
State University majoring In
criminology and speech.
Mr. and Mrs. McNutt are now
residing at their home on West
Main Street

Mrs. Jackie Treas
Program Chairman
At Kirksey Meet

The United Methodist Women
of the Independence Church
held its January meeting at the
church with the president. Mrs.
Myrtle Jones, presiding.
-God Loves Us" was the title
of the program which was to
The Baptist Women of the
show Christian Missions based Kirksey Baptist Church held its
on faith in God. Mrs. Jones read regular meeting at the chuich
a.prayer for the New Year
on Thursday, January 4, at sixA song was led by Mrs Jean -thirty o'clock in the evening
Burkeen. The scripture was with the program on "Unread by Mrs. Mary Phillips and derstanding The Problem.
prayers were led by Mrs, C.C.
Mrs. Jackie Trees was
Coy and Mrs. Naomi Schorey. program chairinan and Mrs.
Isaiah Treas gave the call to
Those participating in the prayer, read the names of
program were Mrs. Pam missionaries having birthdays,
Cunningham, Mrs. Jean and led in prayer.
Burkeen, Mrs. Inez Hopkins,
The program in the form of a
Mrs. Levie Fennell, Mrs. An- drama was presented by Mrs.
nette Schroeder, Miss Cheryl Urban Belcher, Mrs. Isaiah
Burkeen, Miss Karen Haley, Treas, Mrs. W A. Erwin, Miss
Mrs. Deseree Duncan, Mrs. Fay Boggess, Mrs. Pete
Marita Burkeen
Carlisle, Mrs. Jim Washer,
The minutes were read by Mrs. R. W. Blakely. Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Marita Burkeen and the Cain, and Mrs. Orland Tubbs.
treasurer's report was given by
Four visitors present were
Mrs. Inez Hopkins.
Timmy Belcher, William ErAnna Erwin, and Mrs.
the
During
Christmas win,
with the latter
holidays nineteen fruit baskets Lloyd Carson,
member
new
a
becoming
were presented to Senior
Mrs. Pete Carlisle, president,
Citizens and shut-ins of the
meeting. Mrs.
community. Pledges were presided at the
gave her
treasurer,
Jack
Cain,
made for the year.
report. The Women will have as
Members present, were their
project,
mission
Mesdames Myrtle Jones, Inez Visitation, for this month
Hopkins, Linda Faye Fennell,
• :#
Mary Phillips, Jean Burkeen,
Ester Coy, Levie Fennell, Mary
Opal Hopkins, Deseree Duncan,
Larue Bizzell, Murl Parker,
Naomi Schorey, Annette
Burkeen,
Schroader, Marita
1,ovelle Oglesby, Barbara
Haley, Ima Nell Burkeen, Pam
Cunningham, Charlene Tyler,
Miss Linda I,. Fennell, Miss
Cheryl Burkeen, and Miss
Karen Haley.
.1,41

•41114

Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Murl Parker, Mrs. Mary
Larue
Opal Hopkins, Mrs.
Bizzell, and Mrs. Ester Coy.
Men's Group
Leon Duncan, president,
presided over the men's group
with
meeting
seventeen
members present.
, Rev. Richard Schorey,
pastor, was the speaker.

Thursday, January 11
Key '73 continental style
breakfast and short devotional
period will beheld in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church from 7:30 to
8:15 am. All interested persons
are invited to attend

Miss Leslie Higgins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Higgins of Paris, Tenn., and
granddailihter of Mrs. Bailey
Higgins, South 16th Street,
et Their project was to buy a Murray, has been named au
new stove and refrigerator for officer of the fall pledge class of
Delta Omega ('hapter of Alpha
the kitchen.
Refreshments werrsist.ft111' emit-rue Pi ourarity at Mersey
the fellowship hall of the State University. She is a Freshman at MSU.
church.

Wagon
Welcome
The
Newcomers Club will meet at
the Conunuruty Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan at 7 30 p.m with former
Ambassador Marshall P Jones
as speaker
I'riday, January 12
The Dexter Hommakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs
Bud Thorn at ten a.m. Mrs
Irene Mitchuson will give the
"Community
on
lesson
Beautification."
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the borne of Mrs Esco Gunter
al IAD p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert M. Coleman, Jr.
Mr.and Mrs. aeries Costello
of Murray announce the
marriage of their daughter.
Sandra, to Bert M Coleman,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs Bert M.
Coleman, Sr, of Corinth, Miss.
The vows were read by Rev.
Arnett W Winn in the presence
of the couple's families and
close friends at the Schaeffer
Memorial Chapel, Kingsway
Christian Church, Memphis,
Tenn., in an evening candlelight
ceremony
Mrs. Cindy Wheeler played a
collection of contemporary
favorites of the bride and
groom. The selections were
"There's A Time For Us,"
"You've Got A Friend My Sweet

F131RTHal
DELKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Delker,
1716 Keenland Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Matthew Steven, weighing eight
pounds thirteen ounces, born on
Friday. December 29, at 331
p.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Heather, age three. The father
is a graduate student in the
department.
psychology
Murray State University.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr and Mrs. John Dorsey of
Henderson and maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Wright of Shelbyville.
BRANDON GIRL
Carlo Jo is the name chosis
by Mr.and Mrs. Joe T.,Brandon
of 425 South 8th Street, Murray,
for their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds, born on Saturday, December 30, at 12:51 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Theytave anothOr daughter,
Sherri Lee, age nine, and one
son, Edward Gene, age six. The
father is employed by the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robbie Braodon of Murray
Route Four and Mrs. Jewel
Wells of Murray. A great
grandmother is Mrs, .Jennie
Key of Murray

Lord," and "Close To You."
Lohengrin's bridal chorus was
used as the processional and
Mid Summers Night Dream
was
selected
for
the
recessional • -.-

OW 1 lace dropped cake table
and flanked by candelabra and
baskets of flowers The buffet
table was decorated with
matclipth,adornrhents. _—
The bridal couple left after
the wedding for a tour of Europe
Bride's Dress •
of Madrid,
The bride, escorted by her visiting the cities
Spain, Rome, Naples, Pornpi
father, wore a gown designed by
.•
(
of
her and made by her maternal Sorrento, Italy, and the Isle
Tomato Soup
of
Cream
grandmother, Mrs. John Capri.
Tuna and Green Pepper
Mrs. Coleman is an unFarmer of Murray. Pink peau
Sandwiches
&
for
Tcnvnes
Wells,
derwriter
Beverage
Apples and Cheese
de soie satin was the fabric used
Mr
and
of Memphis
TUNA AND GREEN
for the simple designed_ un- Company
with
PEPPER SANDWICHES
derdress, and the overdress of Coleman is associated
Green pepper provides vitaorganza Casey and Graves, also of
candlelight silk
are now at min C
featured a fitted torso which fell Memphis. They
Drive, I can 6 1/2 ounces) chunkRoxbury
5849
at
home
to a full chapel length train in
style light tuna. drained
re- Memphis, Tenn.
Candlelight
back.
I small green pepper, seeded
lace
Italian
ed
r
de
Ji
embi
and finely chopped
Out of town guests attending tablespoon
covered the bodice, sleeves, and
pickle relish
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. 1
the
strategic points on the Wirt
Dr. and Mrs. Mayonnaise. enough to moisten
Windsor,
Minsk!
which was encrusted with pink
and flavor to taste
Robert Crowe, Corinth, Miss.;
seed pearls.
8 thin shop bread
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Hewitt, Mrs.
In a small mixing bowl mix
Her chapel length train
Gingles Wallis. Mr. and Mrs. together all the ingredients exfeatured a border of pink satin
Mansfield Farmer, Mr. and cept the bread Use as a sandwhich was covered with beaded
Mrs. J Buddy Farmer, Mrs. wich filling with the bread If
lace. Her two tiered candelight
John Farmer, Murray; Mrs. you like, you may add lettuce to
veil was gathered at her crown
Patti Forrest and Mrs. B.H. each sandwich, in this case
by a cluster of lace flowers
Fulton. Mrs. Kennith spread 1 slice of each sandwich
Giles,
embroidered with pink pearls to
and family, Hunt- with butter or mayonnaise and
McKinney
make an elegant couiffer. Her
sville, Ala Mr. and Mrs. Ed place the lettuce over this slice
bouquet was a trio of pink roses
sandwich into 2
Ellis and family, Jackson, Cut each
tnangles Makes 4 servings
and- baby's breath caught by
Tenn.
satin wedding ribbon. Her only
"1111•0=111111•11r
jewelry was a pendant given to
her by her mother.
Mrs Marianne Harelson
served as the bride's matron of
honor and Miss Buff Ellen
Stokes WPS junior maid of
honor. Their old fashioned
dresses and hats were fashioned
by the bride of bright pink
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
moray taffeta and matching
beaded lace from the bride's
Murray, Ky.
516 Main Street
dress was used as an accent.
Their matching bouquets were
Hours: 8:00=5:30 Except Friday -8:00-8:00
of hot pink roses.
--wzretsEdwin B. Coleman served his
brother as best man. 'Ushers
were Vince Costello, brother of
the bride, and Jerry Tollison of
Memphis, Tenn
Mrs. Costello chose to wear a
deep pink original gown
featuring a border of accordion
lace at the hemline and full
sleeves accented with lace. Her
accessories were matching pink
and she wore a corsage of pink
roses.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Coleman, was lovely in a floor
length blue crepe dress
featuring a beaded trim. She
wore' blue accessories and a
corsage of pink roses .
Buffet
Immediately following the
wedding, Mr. and Mrs. Costello
entertained with „a delightful
buffet in the North isao'm of the
Chatham Village Club rooms,
Memphis.
Cake and pturti were aerved
ther...briderooni. A four
tiered wedding cake decorated
in three shades of pink was set
-• •• • •

COOKING
IS FUN

TEGRIN
MEDICATED

SHAMPOO

2-oz.

Tube

$1

00

t

C

Pan Pointers
Soak pans in ii8t water if
greasy foods or sugar mixtures have been cooked in
them; use cold water for
flour and egg mixtures.
Allow hot baking pans to
ociLbefore putting cold
water in them so they will
not warp.
,

ALL CLEAR
POWDERS

60;

12's

•-

ste,

•
•
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Cousins On Opposite Kings Hang On For Win Over
Sides Of. Super Bowl New. York Islanders Tuesday
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Screening Committee _Named

Five Seek Murray High
Football Coach Position

By JACK STEVENSON'... 'Where?' And he said his back
team was behind 3-0.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ers, then hung on for a 3-2 Na- home
Associated Press Sports Writer hurt and I said 'Where!"
play three or four min."We
victory.
League
The Los Angeles Kings tional Hockey
Jefferson, 29, alluded to the
LOS ANGELES AP ) - As a
utes of bad hockey and that
1:29,
at
scored
Corrigan
Mike
Tuesday
game
great
out
a
who
of
seek
played
rivals
hostility
youngster, Roy Jefferson used
.Serge Bernier scored at 2:58, ruins us," moaned Islanders
By-MIKE BRANDON
to tag along after his older each other's. weaknesses, but night-for about four minutes.
"That's
Goyette.
Phil
Coach
3:44.
at
scored
Venasky
Vic
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Fortunately, that was all they
admitted he only was kidding.
cousin.
what happens in 50 per cent of
Fleming, 31, 'spent seven needed as they bunched three And before some of the fans at
Now he hopes that cousin's
A screening committee has
losses."
our
chance
a
had
Coliseum
Nassau
minutes
four
the
in
first
goals
inwith
Bay,
Green
football team gets whipped in years
been appointed by the Murray
the Islanders
of
Hudson
Dave
the
seats,
their
in
settle
to
Islandcluding some of the late Vince against the New York
the Super Bowl on Sunday.
High School Board of Education
got the only goal of the second
Nothing personal because Lotnbardi's big years, before
to make a recommendation for
period midway through the
playing
they're still friendly like first going to Miami after
the position of head football
frame, then Brian Spencer
cousins should be, but Jefferson out an option. Jefferson played
scored at 15:54 of the third pe- coach, according to Murray
plays wide receiver for the for Pittsburgh five years before
riod'for the final margin of 3-2. City School Superintendent
Washington Redskins and Mary going to Baltimore and then to
Fred Schultz. The position
The loss was the eighth in a
Fleming is the tight end for the Washington.
became vacant on December 20
row for the Islanders, a club
As for the Super Bowl, FlemMiami Dolphins.
when Coach Preston "Ty"
record, and their 33rd in 41
it
that'
Roy
ing
told
said, "I
. They won't meet head-on, but
games. or Las Angeler the Holland stepped down after 43
they'll still be on opposite side was our turn to win and then
victory bonsted their over the
of the Super Bowl field at Me- they could have their turn."
NEW YORK AP - Phila- talent in past years.
.500 mark with a 19-18-4 record,
the
in
to
Dallas
lost
Miami
morial Coliseum.
Phillies earned first and their 42 points put them
delphia's tailend Phillies had
"He was more like a brother title game a year ago and is the first choice in baseball's an- ...cholce in the regular phase by third in the West, just one point
to me than a cousin," says Jef- back for a second shot while nual winter draft of free agent the slim margin of a single per- back of second-place Minferson. "When I was in junior Jefferson's Washington makes prospects today, and were ex- centage point. That's how far nesota.
high, he got me into his high its first appearance.
pected to tab shortstop Alan Philadelphia finished behind
Ih the only other NHL game,
sehool games."
Bannister, a former Arizona San Diego in the composite Na- Vancouver blanked St. Louis 3The two played together at
State standout, as No. 1 in the tional League standings. The 0: In the World Hockey Associnearby Compton High School
draft's regular phase order of ation, Los Angeles nipped Minregular phase of the draft.
and the University of Utah
Bannister, who spurned a selection is determined by in- nesota 4-3 in overtime, Ottawa By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
when Roy was a sophmore
$55,000 offer from the California verse order of the previous sea- whipped Quebec 7-5 and HousMiddle Tennessee hosts Macthere and Mary a senior.
Angels in 1969 in order to at- son's standings with the ton topped New England 7-5.
Murray tonight while Western
pros
veteran
now
first
Both are
Vancouver's Dunc Wilson Kentucky plays at Providence
tend Arizona State, says he's leagues alternating on the
and both have played on winstopped 33 shots in recording in the last games before Ohio
ready to move to the pros now. choice.
ning Super Bowl teams-- Flem- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS "I just felt that I had accomPhiladelphia also owned the his first shutout of the season Valley Cohference gunning SatGeorgetown, (Ky.) dumped plished everything I could at opening choice in the secondary and the Canucks got goals from urday.
ing with' the Green Bay Packers and Jefferson with the Bal- Union College, as Cumberland Arizona State," he explained.
phase of the draft, a privilege Don Tannehill, Dennis Kearns
East Tennessee has develtimore Colts of 1970 Roy is scored a corne-from behind vic-The Phillies definitely need determined by drawing. The and Bryark McSheffrey in
married with children and tory over Pikeville and Thomas help or they wouldn't be draft- Texas Rangers chose second in snapping a four-game losing oped into the hottest team in
the OVC through Middle
More hung on for a win over ing first," he added "I'll get a both phases.
Mary a bachelor
streak...
Tennessee has the best won-lost
who
Roy lives in Virginia and Centre College in Tuesday night chance."
Veneruzzo,
Gary
Bannister anti Van Pelt are
record. East Tennessee as won
action.
league
California.
Southern
in
minor
basketball
Mary
bounced around
Bannister set NCAA season
both former No. 1 selections of
five straight and stands at 6-4
before
Van Phillips pumped in 25 records with 101 hits, 90 runs
years
They get together whenever
eight
for
hockey
the California Angels. Both re4-1.
possible and talk anything but points and John Owen offered batted in and 177 total bases
getting his shot with Los Ange- while the Blue Raiders are
jected large bonus offers to
could
7-2,
at
Peay,
Austin
goal
tying
the
on
football. Latest meeting was 23 to help Georgetown rout Un- while batting .380 for the Sun
assisted
les,
continue playing collegiate ball.
12 seconds to go, then easily be Cl except for a lastMonday night of this Super ion 71-63 in a Kentucky Inter- Devils last season.
has left Arizona with
Bannister
a
Now
home the winner after second bucket that cost them
Bowl week.
collegiate Athletic Conference
blasted
shortstop
he
played
Although
State and Van Pelt is a senior
North Carolinato
loss
69-61
oversudden-death
the
was visiting my mother game at Georgetown.
of
1:57
in college, the Phillies plan to at Michigan State and both are
Charlotte Monday night.
time.
and Mani called. When she told
held an early lead. but try him elsewhere in spring
Union
expected to be ready for the
of
seconds
---araning
tht
n
I
--him I was here, he said, 'Don't
PhilaLatest Statistics released by
move to professional ball. Both
Gerogetown went ahead to stay training. Dallas Green,
regulation play, Veneruuo fed the conference show the Goes
let him leave, I'll be there.'
said
director,
farm
delphia's
howgone,
be
6:22
spurt
to
with
a
were
likely
on nine-point
the puck out to Ted McCaskill, leading the loop in scoring.
"Out he came and we talked.
that since the Phils have Larry
to play in the first half,
ever, by the time the Angels,
whose bullet shot was deflected rebounds and free throw perI said my leg hurt and he said,
I3owa to play shortstop, they'll
No. 8 in the draft roll call, had
into the net by J.P.LeBlanc.
centage. The Goys, through
Georgetown led by 31-27 at look at Bannister at second
choose.
to
chance
their
Ottawa outscored Quebec 5-4 games of Jan. 5, were averhalftime and widened the mar- base and in the outfield in
The winter draft, always con- in a wild first period, then got aging 105 points and 62
gin to 14 points midway in the spring training.
smaller than its sum- two third-operiod goals from rebounds a game and were hitsiderably
it
cut
Union
before
second half
Two of the outstanding proshas produced Bob Charlebois to clinch the ting 69 per cent of their free
to the final eight points
pects in the secondary phase of mer counterpart,
Tom Stewart added 14 points the draft-for prospects se- a host ..of familiar big league victory. Jack Gibson also throws.
for the winners and grabbed a lected in the last two drafts but names in the seven years it has scored twice for the Nationals.
Sensational freshman James
operation. Included
Gord Labossiere scored three
game-tugh 20 rebounds.
not signed-are pitchers, Brad been in
By The Associated Press
Williams. not only leads
"Fly"
Seaver,
Tornare
them
writing
r
pair for -Houston, including
Grady Wilson, Bill Swafford Van Pelt and Dick Ruthven.
FOOTBALL .`
with his 33 point
conference
the
Singletbri,
Ken
tso in the third period which
Van Pelt, an All-Arqgrican Carlton Fisk.
YO.UNGSTOWN, Otto - Ray and Larry Baldridge tossed in
scoring average, but also the
Maddox,
Garry
LaRoche,
Dave
the
with
Aeros
the
provided
defensive back at Miatgan
Dempsey,an assistant coach at 14 each for Union.
Chambliss, margin of victory_ Frank country.
State, has not said whether he Chris Speier, Chris
Bowling Green, , was named
Morehead, the pre-season
Meanwhile, in Williamsburg,
Bert Blyle- Hughes added two goals for
and
Gnmsley
Ross
football coach at Youngstown Maurice Byrd sparked a sec- plans a pro career in baseball ven
pick to win the OVC but a disHouston.
or football.
State University, succeeding
ond-half rally that gave Cumare
leaning
the
Phils
So
players
300
and
200
Between
the late Dwight Beede.
berland a come-from-behind 72towards Ruthven, a 21-year-old were expected to be chosen by
SKIING
63 KIAC basketball victory over
right-hander from Fremont, Ca- the major league teams and
PFRONTEN, Germany
Pikeville
lif. and Fresno State. He was their minor league affiliates. If
Annemane Procell took a comByrd hit 15 of his 21 game the top choice of the Minnesota a player does not sign with the
manding lead in her quest for a
team drafting him in a specithird straight World Cup ski points during the first 13 min- Twins in the June, 1972 draft.
championship by winning her utes of the second half as CumThe 24 major league teams fied period of time, he becomes
third straight downhill of the berlapd registered on 58.6 per were linked to Commissioner a free agent again, returning to
cent of its attempts from the Bowie Kuhn's midtown offices the pool of draft eligibles.
season.
Downtown Shopping Center
floor
TRACK AND FIELD
via conference telephone hook- That's what happened to CaliCumberland recovered from up for the winter draft which fornia with Bannister and Van
BERKELEY, Calif -- Erv
Nabisco
Trial Sample
Hunt, former assistant coach, a 38-27 deficit at the end of the has produced some first-rate Pelt
was elevated to head track and first period and went ahead for
Premium
Uncle Ben's
field coaching position at :the good with 4-42 left to play on a
Converted
University of California, replac- field goal by Melvin Harris.
Raymond Joplin led the Pikeing Dave Maggard, who gave
up the job to devote full time to ville offense with 21 points.
1-lb
his post as athletit director.
In non-conference action,
7-oz.
LAGOS, Nigeria - Olympic
4
More hung on for a
gold medalist John Akii-Bua of Thomas
win over C..entre.
Uganda easily won the quali- 100-97
Thomas More pulled ahead
fying heat in the 400-meter hurin the game, with Centre By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
5. Missouri
11-0 495
dles in the All-African Games early
not far behind. But
Rampaging UCLA, riding a
6. Long Beach St.
11-1 394
in 50.7 seconds, 2.9 seconds be- lagging
More got away in the 55-game victory streak, is the
7. North Carolina
12-1 392
hind the Olympic and world Thomas
and moved out to a
unanimous choice as the na8. Minnesota
9-1 364
marks he set at Munich last second half
Party
16-point margin about five min- tion's No. I college basketball_
11-1. 252
summer.
half.
the
into
utes
Associated
week's
this
team
in
10-2
203
10
Houston
TENN LS
steadily closed the
Press poll.
7-1 188
11. Providence
AUCKLAND, New Zealand - iCentre
but got no closer than
The mighty Bruins, 10-0, re- 12. San Francisco
10-1 156
George Goverrhf France scored gap,
points at the final buzzer. ceived all 47 first-place ballots 13. SW Louisiana
No 24'2 can
7-1 146
a 6-2, 7-6, 6-3 victory over Onny three
303 can
Centre shot 43 per cent from
and 940 points from the nation- 14 Alabama
7-1 130
Parun of New Zealand, a finalwhile Thomas More
wide panel of sports writers 15. Jacksonville
10-2 98
ist in the recent Australian the floor,
per cent and out- and broadcasters who partici- 16. Indiana
52*
hit
on
8-2 80
Open
Zealand
NA
ir
tiourided Centre 54-4s
pate in the voting. Maryland, 9- 17. Kansas St.
9-2 52
0, garnered 767 points and 18. Florida St.
8-3 47
8 oz
303 can
maintained second place today
Tie-St. John's, NY 8-2 47
in the poll covering games 20. Louisville
10-2 34
through Saturday. North Caro3fcw
Others receiving votes, listed
lina State, 9-0, tallied 689 alphabetically:
points, moving from fourth to
Draiii and add up to
Red Cross
Arizona, Brigham Young,
Pride of III.
third place and exchanging Cincinnati, Iowa, Marshall,
four quarts of our Calol
Elbow
places with Marquette, 10-0 and Memphis St., Michigan, New
motor, extra for special
656 points.
or supreme or custom
Mexico, Oklahoma, Oral RobMissouri, 11-0, moved from erts, Penn, St. Joseph's, Pa.,
oil, our best.
303 can
seventh to fifth place with 495 Sarita Clara, South Carolina,
points while Long Beach State, Southern Cal, Washington.
-I Aibricate chassis
1-1b.
11-1 and 394 points, dropped
Carofrom fifth to sixth. North
Eberhardt
lina, 12-1, was seventh, followed
Ragu
by Minnesota, 9-1, Vanderbilt,
Dr
WalIS
J
ST.
1.61(AP)
10-2.
11-1. and Houston
- Providence, 7-1, earned llth ter C. "Doc" Eberhardt, physiSPOT REMOVER
place followed by San Fran- cal conditioning- expert who
cisco, 10-1, Southwest Lousiana, worked for the St. Louis CardiFor Rugs
7-1, Alabama, 7-1, and Jackson- nals the past 13 years, will join
at
Phillies
the
Philadelphia
ville, 10-2.
Reg.
Rounding out the Top Twenty their baseball spring training
00
89'
are: Indiana, 8-2; Kansas State, camp.
. Eberhardt was a professor of
St.
8-3,
State,
9-2,
Flora
C
John's. 8-2, and Louisville, 10-2: physical education for St. Louis
• - Bulk
flow-lisie In
Poll: 10-2. The Top Twenty, University and retired in 1971.
credited
Musial
Stan
with first-place votes in -parentheses, season recortis and...total Eberhardt's conditioning proprolonging- his capoints. Points' 'tabulated on gram with...
3 lbs.
.
basis of 20-18;16-14-12-10-9-8-7.4- reer.
— ... The Cardinals, who lottonion
•
5-4-3-2-1
.
lastwaawnt•iatioaiwawiewiwe-4
/qe
9-0 767 eral cutbacks. Other staff per. 2. Maryland
:34 689 sonnel are expected, to take •
VI. N. f7arolitia fit.
%
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VISSWitILIP
134 656 over Eberhardt's duties.
4. Marquette

Philadelphia Expected
To Pick Bannister Today

January 25. The screening
board consists of Holland,
Holland, who will remain in Schultz, Murray High Principal
his position of Athletic Director, Eli Alexander and Murray
won 249 games while losing 159 Middle School Principal Robert
and tieing 28 during his span Glin Jeffrey.
with the Tigers. Holland
At the present time, apcoached Murray High to the plicants for the position include
Class A State Championship in Murray High assistant coach
1961 and to second place in the John Hina, Keruieth R. Barrett,
state in 1960.
Joe K. Jaggers, Bill Whitehurst
According to Schultz, the and Ray Cobb.
- Hine has been serving under
recommendation to the board
Of Education J1 be made an Holland _as the assistant coach"
at Murray High since 1966
Before coming to Murray, Hina
was the assistant coach for one
year at Christian County High
School and for two years he
served in the same position at
E.W. Grove High School in
Paris, Tennessee. Him is 32
years of age.
Barrett, 41 years old, makes
appointing 44 so far, should get his home in Albertsville,
a boost in the return of 6-foot-8 Alabama. Barrett, who has had
senior center Ron Nicholson. 15 years of coaching exNicholson, who broke a bone in perience, is presently the head
his hand in preseason drills, coach at Marshall County High
started in Morehead's loss to School in Albertsville
Jaggers, who is 32 and makes
Oral Roberts University-Saturday night but played only brief- his home in Cadiz, has guided
Trigg County to Class A State
ly.
Champioqiihip titles for the
But Easter Kentucky has a
past two years. During his past
jump on everyone, already
two years at Trigg County, the
owning a 90415 victory over
Wildcats have lost only two
Morehad.
games.
Meanwhile, Middle Tennessee
Whitehurst is the only apCoach Jimmy' Earle has been
plicant who is not coaching at
citing Blue Raider forward
the present Whitehurst, who is
Jimmy Powell for his play._ _: 32, is from Paducah and is
working with the 3-M Company
"I certainly wouldn't be A 1963 graduate of Vanderbilt
against
afraid to put him up
University, Whitehurst has had
the best forwards in this nine years of coaching ex"Not
said.
league,"- Earle
perience including assistant
only can he score, but he's
jobs in Humbolt and
coaching
playing great defense now and
Jackson, Tennessee. He served
He's
too
boards,
the
hitting
as the graduate assistant for
truly a complete player."
one year at the University of
Powell is averaging 20 points
Tennessee at Martin.
a game.
Cobb, who is 27 years old, has.
Saturday's schedule is Austin been the assistant coach at
Peay" at Morehead in the first Hoplonsville for the past two
game on the conference's sev- seasons. He was a graduate
en-station television network, assistant for two years at
Western Kentucky at East Morehead State University and
Tennessee, Murray at Eslitern the assistant coach for one year
Middle
Kentucky . and
at Chriatian County High
Tennessee at Tennessee Tech.
School.
years at Murray High.

OVC Teams to Begin
-Matches This Week

Georgetown
Dumps Union

Sports
In Brief

-t

George Landolt (431
string rebounding Lai

Swanns Market

UCLA Again Top Choice
In AP College Polling

RICE

10'

CRACKERS

37'

Stokely Specials!!
PEARS
PEAS

APPLE SAUCE TOMATO SAUCE

2f.45

CORN

19(

19'.

15-0z.

North Point Standard
Chevron

45'

SPAGHETTI

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

53t

BROWN SUGAR

GLORY

79
'

Dtibuque

121 Bypass &

59'

Mayfield Pad

* FROZEN FOOD *

HAM SHANKS

9-oz. pkg. 294

PATIO TORTILLAS
Morton's

CHICKEN POT PIS. 3for794
Special!!

DON'T BREATHE
Tigers seems to have
with no place to go. Is
fouling out early in the
Is Dan Hudspeth, who

Weight Watchers

SIRLOIN BEEF CHOPPED
Reg. '1.79

Only $159

Issel
To Win

MEATS

59(

334

Oil Change & lube

208 So. 4th Street

T-Bone Steak

lb. $ 1 29

Rib Steak

lb.

994

Plaftor

Breakfast Baconib.83c
LONGHORN CHEESE
Van Camp

Tuna
11101416•-° VA NCAMPS

.1b. $119

20 Mule Team

BORAX

Reg. Size

2for7T
CLING FREE

TUNA

Anti-Static
FABRIC SOFTENER
Far-Olen
13-oz

89'
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Johnny Shelley Tips in Winning
Basket For Tigers Over Rebels

George Landolt 1431 scored 16 points in the relief reie gel kept the Tigers in the game oith his
strong rebounding Landolt Is scoring at a 10.9 clip for defiler'NslellealL

Starr To Pursue
Business Career
GREEN BAY, Wis. 1AP I Bart Starr, who quarterbacked
the Green Bay Packers to unparalleled National Football
League success in 16 brilliant
playing seasons, is passing up
at least one attractive coaching
offer in favor of a budding business career

Starr, who retired as a player
last July but stayed on as
coach of Green Bay's young
quarterbacks and was credited
with a major role in the club's
resurgence, announced his decision to leave the game at a
news conference Tuesday. his
39th birthday

-a

• .It's just that I have a desire
to do other things," said Starr,
who has an automobile dealership with two outlets in Birmingham, Ala., and a motel in
Auburn, Ala.

DON'T BREATHE TOO HARD RAY! Ray Lane (451 of the
Tigers seems to have South Marshall's Greg Mitchell stopped
with no place to go. Lane collected 19 points In the first half before
fouling out early in the third quarter. At the other end of the floor
is Dan Hudspeth, who Is the back man on the Tigers' press
1Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

Issel Leads Colonels
To Win Over Virginia
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky Colonel guard
Louie Dampier has said that
Dan Issel has a great touch and
that his strength is his offense.
Issel proved that Tuesday
night with an awesome display
of shooting and rebounding he
lead the Colonels to a 113-106
victory over the Virginia
Squires in an American Basketball Association game.
Issel, hitting consistently with
his medium-range jump shot
and muscling his 240-pound
frame under the boards, scored
44 Points and grabbed 18
rebounds. His efforts helped
Kentucky break open a tight
game in the fourth quarter.
In other ABA games, Carolina thumped the New York
Nets 110-97, Utah rallied to beat
Memphis 115-111 and San Diego
defeated Denver 113-109.
Coach Joe Mullaney said of
Issel's performance, "Dan did
a fine job, but it really wasn't
because we overemphasized
him."
.„Issel and Virginia high scorer
Julius Erving traded baskets
throughout the game until Issel
hook,..coilicaLitikaiWk5a$ifil
quarter
Frying finished with 34
points, four above hieleague-

•

leading average, and 17
rebounds.
Steve Jones poured „in 30
ooints to lead the Caroline Cougars to a 110-97 trouncing of the
New York Nets. Carolina's victory, its llth straight, is the
league's longest winning streak
this season.
The Utah Stars, with their
regular guards out of the starting line-up, scored 14 straight
points in the final quarter to
come from behind and defeat
Memphis.
Two free throws by Larry
Miller with 11 seconds left and
hvo more by Simmie Hilt at the
buzzer helped the San Diego
Conquistadors turn back the
Denver Rockets. Charlie Williams and Gene Moore had 21
and 20 points, respectively, for
the Qs, who had dropped 21 of
their previous 25 starts.

-It was a tough decision and
I know I'm going to miss football," he said. "But I'm very
excited about our business ventures. I'm excited with the
challenge of doing something
else."
Starr admitted receiving several coaching offers and said
one, from an unnamed NFL
club, was -particularly exciting."
"It would have given me a
chance to associate' with one of
the truly great organizations in
this league and to work with a
'Sensational owner,'t he said.
l did not turn this offer
down," he said. "I simply decided to pursue a career in the
business world rather than football

Pro Bowl Only Half
Sold Out So Far
DALLAS 1AP -- Only some
30,000 seats have been sold for
the Pro Bowl Jan. 21 in Texas
Stadium pitting members of the
National Football Conference
and American Football Conference All-Stars.
Texas Stadium seats 65,000
fans.
All-stars will report for practice Saturday except, of course,
the Super Bowl participants in
Los Angeles.

By MIKE BRANPON
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Johnny Shelly caused a few
tears last night but he's not
really very upset about it. The 61 junior tipped in a shot at The
buzzer to give the Murray High
Tigers a heartstopping 85-83
double overtime win over South
Marshall.
A small but hectic crowd
witnessed one of the most exciting games ever played at the
Murray High gym. And the
crowd taw some of the finest
hustle and teamwork that the
Tigers have had in several
years.
After South Marshall took an
83-81 edge at the outset of the
second extra period, Dean
Willis tied the game by
rebounding his missed charity
toss.
Trying to regain the lead, the,
Rebels missed a shot and freshman Bob Wilder grabbed the
rebound with 2:09 left in the
period Murray, using fine
ballhandling by Willis, George
Landolt and sophomore Dale
McCuiston, held the ball until
Coach Bob Toon signalled for a
time out with 129 left.
Murray used over a minute on
the clock before Toon called for
another time with 20 seconds
left.
The Tigers tried to work the
ball under but efforts by
Charles Scott and George
Landoll bounced off the rim.
Shelly got a hand on the ball just
as the buzzer went off and the
Tiger fans swarmed on to the
floor as the ball went through
the cords.
Four times, in the first
quarter the lead changed hands
before South Marshall settled
for a 23-r/ lead at the end of the
frame.
•
Hot shootingth the 'second
period by Ra Lane boosted
Murray to a 42-36 lead with 3:12
left in the half. Seven consecutive points lifted the Tiger
lead to 13 at 49-36 before the
Retests came back with the final
six points of the half to make It
49-42 at intermission.
In the first half, the Tigers
were whistled for 22 team fouls
while South Marshall aas called
for only eight. Willis and
Hudspeth both picked up four
fouls
in the half while
Childress, Jackson. Lane and
[testi; all had three
Ray Lane, who played an
outstanding half, fired in 19
points to pace all scorers in the
half. McGregor tossed in 18 for
the Rebels in the first two
periods.
Only 16 seconds passed in the
third period befere the Tigers
lost their first player via the
foul route. Dan Hudspeth was
whistled for the infraction and
the Tigers were without their
strongest board man
At the 5:14 mark of the third
quarter. Lane picked up his fifth
foul and the Tigers hottest
shooter from outside was on the
bench. Tony Childress joined
Land and Hudspeth on the
bench as he fouled out in the
final minute of the period. Still,
the Tigers never relinquished
the lead and held a 61-58 edge
going into the fourth canto
McGregor tied the score at
the 3:40 mark of the fourth by
hitting a charity toss to knot the
count at 69 all. A bucket by Reed
and two charity tosses by
Mitchell gave South Marshall a
73-69 lead with less than three
miiutes left on the clock.
Jackson, Resig and Wilder all
fouled out in the final period as
four of the Tigers starting five
was on the bench.
Willis brought Murray to
within two at 75-73 as he hit a
five foot bank shot at the 1:33
mark. The Tigers stole the ball
from the Rebels but South
Marshall came back with a
steal and it looked like the
game was over.
But sophomore Dale McCuiston batted down a pass and
Willis brought the ball down for
Murray.
Shelly tied the game at 75-75
by hitting on a tip with 23
seconds left. Scott stole the ball
as the press was on and drove to
the key. His 15 footer fell off and
Landoll grabbed the bail and
fired a 20 tooter that bounced off
the Tim as the buzzer sounded.

Pittsburglecoach Chuck Noll,
who will guide the AFC team,
Horse Show President
Is due in Dallas Friday night.
Dallas Coach Tom Landry is
NEW YORK 1AP ) -- Woodrow G. "Woody" Gatehouse of the,mentor for the NYC squad.
Locust Valley, N.Y., was re- • There has been only one roselected Tuesday as president of ter change. Wide receiver Chip
South. Marshall drew first
the NAOMI Three Show. The Myerr'nf Cincinnati will Ni- btood in the overtime Ashen
. -*Mtn tit theitteW WM-he'
-hit kap,
lo-Pre+
held at Madison Square Gar- koff, who is recovering from Twice the score was knotted
rib inpules.
den, Oct. 30-Nov 6.
.bdore.Landott"cashed iu
r

live tooter to give Murray a 8179 lead with 54 seconds left.

But because of 40 Murray fouls,
the Rebels were able to cash in
on the fah
:
actions and mesh 29
free throws. The Murray bench did an
outstanding job as every player
contributed his best to the team
effort and the victory..

Lovett tied the score again at
81 apiece as he hit a 10 footer
with 39 seconds left. South
Marshall stole the ball in the
final seconds and called for a
time with only seven seconds
remaining.
lane, who scored all of his
Lovett fired up a 10 footer at
points 'in the first half, paced
the horn and the ball just rolled
Murray with 19 while Landoll
off to send the game into double
added 16 in a brilliant effort.
overtime and set the stage for
Jackson hit for 10 while Willis,
Shelly's heroics.
Childress and Hudspeth all had
.
From the field, Murray ac- eight. 6-4 freshman Bob Wilder
tually had a 26 point margin. chipped in with six points as he

.4 tough man to stop is Dean Willis (411 of the Tigers. Willis
A valuable man In the relief role was Charles Scott 1311 of the
scored eight points and guided the Tigers' floor game as he was
Tigers who hit for two on this move under the bucket. Scott scored
starter
who
not
Wilbsis
the
did
foul
'
di'Gsarding
Hia 421/7-- Tour points and was all over the floor on defense in the Tigers' win,
and Mitchell 1 25 , of south Marshall.

For those who
still sock it away.
In a sock.
Extraordinary-Savings Plans
If you still save your money in a sock, you'd
going to be left with 9,old feet!
Better make tracks to the extrardinary bank,
where your money will take giant steps
into the future, thanks to our
high-yield savings plans.
Seriously, why leave your money immobilized
and unprotected? You could be enjoying
an interest rate that really moves and insured
safety for every penny. Start saving now
at the extraordinary bank.
It's extraordinary what we can
do for you, if you let us.

The

ExtratimlituuT
Balk- 53/
4%
/
%ow"
'at.
woo

%

1

•DC '
ertificate of
eposit
Min.$54900

Effective
5
.92% I
Interest

Annual Yield
1
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%

compounded daily

pECiPL•ES BAN K

North Branch

90 bay
' Co/de
Passbook
I)

5.125%

and
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fective
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yield.

MURRAY U KY.
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Murray
did a fine job on defense and out
PG FT Pr TP
front as a guard.
Willis
4 0
4
8
game,
the preliminary
Childress
3 ,2
5
8
Murray took a close 53-47 win
Hudspeth
40 5
8
from South Marshall. Wilder
Jackson
5
0
5
10
29
scored 15 points and grabbed
Lane
9 1
5 19
rebounds to pace the victory.
Wilder
3 0 .5
6
Dale McCuiston added 14 while
Landolt
7
2
•
2
16
Brad Barnett and Phil Miller
Resig
-o
s
-added 10 and nine respectiVeriT
Scott
4
Friday night the Tigers will Shelly
2 0
1
4
take their 3-5 season slate to D. McCuiston
1. AI
2
3
Fancy Farm to tangle with the Totals
405
40 85
Gophers.
South Marshall
VG /1' PI- rP.
McGregeit
11
8
1 30
Lovett
5
3
3 14
Gold
1
5
1
7
Mitchell
4
5
5 13
5
Reed
7
1 17
Hill
1
0
2
2
Totals '
27 29 14 83
Scoring by Quarters
S Mar
23 19 16 (7 6 2-83
Mur.
22 27 12 14 6 4-45

4)

Main Branch

'
"i

South Branch
121,11.s..&tregii
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Coffee
Tuna
Napkins
Towels
Peanut Butter
Rice

SWIFT PROTEN

Chicken Of S

Round Steak
99'
Boiling Beef
lb

SWIFT PROTEN BRISKET

OkE SOUTH

lick geus

COBBLERS
-19

FIELDS CHESTNUT

CAKE MIXES
10'
Salt
89'
Oleo
29
Skim Milk
S
45C ORANGE
Spred weroirtrzedvl:tafniS:rhiedken
39
99C RESH
Pie Crust Kraft
39'F
240Z.
Cooking Oil
Green Beans
APPLES
e e 2 cans _89'
-Orange JuicJuic
49'
Grapefruit
49'
Prune Juice Del Monte Quart 49c BANANAS w.10'
AppleSauce
39' POTATOES
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ener
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39
Saran Wrap
49'
Tuna Helper:7:z
6Pack49c
Biscuits Ballard 8 Oz.
PET RITZ

Red & White
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FLORIDA

'

Coffe

Sirloin Steak
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National -Council
speaking softer
•
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — The National Council of Churches was established in 1950 on the wave
of ecumenical hopes that accompanied the unprecedented
growth and prosperity of
American religious organizations after World War II.
It did not take long for the
new federation of 30 Protestant, Anglican, Old Catholic
and Eastern Orthodox communions to recognize that its
top priorities /ay in the area of
poverty, peace and race
Establishment of a wide variety of national programs
and grass-roots activities to
try to advance those causes
soup- followed arrud controversies that pitted liberali
against conservatives and
trought charges of "communism" from the extreme right
wing.
Through the years the counal has survived.,as it has
spoken out loudly and uncompromisingly on many issues
—civil rights, job rights, the
need for proper health care,
laws for fair housing and unproved working conditions
Today, 22 years after the
founding, the priorities are
about the same, but the council has decided to speak more
softly. Its leadership was
shaken several years ago by
the results of a survey that
--showed a large segment of
America still unaware of the
—Mimi!and its good works despite well-publicized efforts.
Financial hardening of the
arteries also set ifA when local
church groups began to spend
more of their money for local
causes and sent less to support the National Council's
bureaucracy.
With the problems of poverty. race and peace still a long
way from settlement, with
minorities still not adequately
represented in iissruling body
and with economic pressures
that have accompanied a general church recession, the
council Is engaged in a drastic
reorganization.

After tightening its budget
and cutting its staff, expenditures and programs, a further
act of surgery came when the
General Assembly of the
council voted itself out of existence early in December.
The assembly, which has
met every three years to set
policy and issue resolutions
and proclamations, also did
away with the 250-member
General Board. This body,
which used to sit.three tunes a
year, was replaced by a 347member Governing Board,
which will convene every six
months and hold tighter reins
on policies and expenditures
of the council's programs,
ranging from Bible publishing •
and preaching to summer
visits to the national Parks.
Official acknowledgement
was accorded to the fact that
the courtl had not recognized
the minorities it had been
^Working for. Quotas were set
requiring that at least onefourth of the membership of
the new Governing Board be
women and half by laymen
and women. Men and women
under 28 years of age will
make up one-eighth of the
membership, and racial and
ethnic representation must
reflect the makeup of each
member denomination.
Sections were created to
deal with human need, church
renewal, culture, Christian
and
"systematic
unity
change," which is another
way of including the original
priorities of poverty, peace
and race.
Financial support will continue to cctne from member
denominations, vv,41h each
paying according to its income and all free to participate or not in individual Council programs
As its most important expression of racial concern, the
council elected its first black
president, the Rev. W. Sterluig Cary of New York, a nunister of the United Church of
Christ. He succeeded Mrs.
Cynthia C. Wedel, the first
woman to fill the post.
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BY PINNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service
BOGOTA, Colombia - One
of the world's most important
commodity pacts, the International Coffee Agreement, is
on the verge of collapse.
And Latin American countries blame the United States.
The subject is complicated
by the fact that, while the U S.
housewife may have seen her
food prices rise, say, 35 per
cent in the last decade, she
does not realize that the
prices paid to the coffeegrowing countries have increased on the average only
three per cent.
Latin Americans know that
most Americans do not know
the full story about coffee's
importance to them and they
place the blame for their
plight on what the newspaper
0Estado of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
termed the "administration's
indifference toward the economic problems of underdeveloped countries."
What happened was that,
alter tedious negotiations in
London, and unable to agree
on prices, producer and consumer nations belonging to
the World Coffee Agreement
gave up trying to jointly set
coffee quotas. The producers
decided they would fix them
unilaterally for the remaining
rune months of the agreement's duration.
The producers' decision to
stand firm for better prices
represents an enormous gamble. The economies of their 41
developing nations would be
affected by the outcome,
some to a greater extent than
others. Indeed, the 82.5 billion
annual coffee trade is second
only to petroleum on the world
markets.
The coffee crisis has been
brewing for over two years,
primarily because the United
States and other consumer
nations have stopped considering the agreement a political instrument of foreign policy.
caret 130C't was
negotillaed a decade ago, it
was vievrerlas much agetbire
of good will on the part of the
industrialiZed nations as an
instrurnen to control the

NET DEBT
The net public and private
debt in the United States was
almost $2 trillion at the end of
1•971-, according to the Bureau
of the Census.
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Coffee agreement
makys Latins boil
price•of a cup of coffee. By
regulating coffee production
and prices through a system
of quotas, the agreement
ended the chaotic swings between scarcity and overproduction that used to cause so
much havoc in the economies
of the producing countries.
Consumer nations were assured of a stable supply at
reasonable prices_ But foreign
aid,even in the form of a commodity agreement, no longer
enjoys the vogue it did during
the sixties. Hence, the consigner nations, led by the
United States, today view the
agreement solely as a price
control mechanism
countries
Coffee-growing
understand this
The coffee producers also
are willing to consider the
pact as a purely business venture without any political
overtones.
However, they insist that
the coffee business should
produce a fair return.
They do not see why they
should have to pay for the industrialized nations' economic problems, including inflation and devaluation.
That the developing countries have seen their trade position seriously eroded over
the years is easily demonstra ted.
In Colombia, for example, a
Jeep cost the equivalent of 124
sacks of coffee in 1954; today,
the price is 344 sacks.
Outcce-ne of the current flap
depends in great part an the
unity of the producers. Brazil,
Colombia, the Ivory Coast and
Angola, which grow 60 per
cent of the world's coffee
among them, seem determined to work together.
Eighteen other nations that,
among them, grow another 30
per cent of the world's coffee,
have joined the united front.
If they can hold out, they
may be able to talk the United
States and the other consumers into signing e new fiveyear pact to guarantee supply
and regulate prices.
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tHome Cooking's Going Out of Styl.
And-New Techniques May Be Better
By CHARLES McFADDEN
Associated Press Writer
DAVIS. Calif iAP).7- Home
cookingl'en't what it used to be,

says a university researcher. In
fact, he adds. it's rapidly going
out of style and America may
be better off for it.

Less Than Half Of
Young Voters'Voted

SHE HAS YEN- Linda Hooks. of Boumemouth. Engtand, returns home with two
yen won in Tokyo. Japan. as m.ss international 1972 Shers 21 Miss Britain.

MilbOn

Nixon Cuts Staff By 14 Per Cent
Since Reorganization Announcement
WASHINGTON AP -- President Nixon, according.to close
associates. has cut the White
Howe professional staff b,
about 14p& cent since announcing plans to reorganize
and slim clown the federal bureaucracy
These sources said even more
will go
Nixon, who has presided over
history's biggest expansion of
the White House staff, told
newsmen at Camp Diivid, Md.,
last November that he expected
•to set an example for governf:sent efficiency by ordaining
that the most sizable personnel
cutbacks would come in the
While. House staff
To date, according to White
. House figures. 23 White House
professionals have been announced as returning to private
life and 13 others have been announced as bee% in line for
other positions within the bureaucracy
It is on the bests of these figures that White House sources
said there already has been a
reduction of about 14 per cent

Hospital Report
January 7, 1973
ADULTS 98
NURSERY 1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marilyn .Mikulcik and
Baby Girl, Box 933 Univ. Sta.,
Murray, Robert Perry Hornsby.
813 Olive, Murray, Mrs. Randa
Carolyn Cunningham, 1601
• Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Jo Shelton, Box 6.3, F'armington,
Clyde McMullins. 110 Spruce
St., Murray, Wesley Watford
Glasgow. lit 1, Dover, Tenn.,
Francis Wilkerson, 206 S. llth
'Murray.

m professional personnel
No figures have been given leaving any time soon, there
On secretarial and clerical em- has been an apparently studied
ployes who may have left be- departure of lesser lights.
For example, sliecial assistcause their bosses were fired or
ant Mark I Goode, a professent to other agencies
sional In the-field of televThe White House figures áp
patently are based upon a unage-making. is returning to
budgeted personnel limited to private life.
Also departing, for California
510 bodies- male or female -for
the 1973 fiscal year that ends politics, is counselor Robert H.
June 30 Recent Civil Service Finch.
reports would indicate. how- - One of the first announced
ever, that the White House ob- departures from the White
viously has topped its personnel House staff was that of Robert
ceiling and may indeed be em- J Brown, a special assistant
ploying more than 600 per- who was known as the highest
sons-plus an undisclosed num- ranking black On the staff.
He went back to an apparentber borrowed from such
agencies as the Defense and ly lucrative public-relations
State departments and the Cen- business in the Caroltnas.
tral Intelligence Agency.
Then there is Dr Edward E.
Although none of the bigDavid Jr • erstwhile director of
name White House factotumsthe White House Office of Scisuch as H.R. Haldeman, John
ence and Technology, who had
Ehrlichman, Henry A. Kis- taken
a job in the private secsinger and Ronald L. Ziegler.
tor before Nixon ever got
who may even take on addition-'
around to acknowledging his
al duties--is supposed to be
departure

'I

any other voting group, cast its
ballots. It did not offer any
speculation on the reason for
the low turnout in the sub-21
bracket
The voting age was lowered
front 21 to 18 by a constitutional amendment in time
for the 1972 elections.
Voter participation was ht0est in the 45-4W age bracket
with a 71 per cent turnout
among the 42.3 million who
were eligible to vote. There
was a 51 per cent turnout out of
13.6 million eligibles in the 21-24
age bracket, many of whom
also were first-time voters.
The report said that 64.5 per
cent of whitee cast ballots, 52.1
per ce8t of blacks and 37.5 per
cent of Spanish origin It was
the first time the Spanish origin
category had been reported by
the Census Bureau It speculated some of those in this category might not have been U.S.
citizens.
,4 bureau official said registration percentages were highest among persons over age 25.

More and more, a "home
cooked- meal will be assembled by the housewife from prepackaged dishes prepared in a
factory hundreds of miles away
from her kitchen...fearoian
adds
"There are an awful lot of
lectors involved." Garoian said
in an interview "One is that
our styles are changing People
have more real income that
they can spend
"Secondly, they value their
time more Housewives have
things they'd rather do than
spend time in their kitchen A
lot of them are workipg. he
said
-A third factor is that kids
have more money Kids have a
hell of a lot of money and they
spend it
'The fourth factor is just
,plain availability of these establishments. They're creating- a
demand of their own. We now
have more restaurants than we
have retail food stores
Will the new home eating
style mean a national diet of
bland, standardized foods'
"No I don't think so... Gar
ot.an said "It may even be an
improvement

-TV dinners were Just a
start. You can pick up entrees
at the supermarket right now
be buying meal components and you'll be assembling meals in the kitchen You
might even buy your charcoal
broiled steak that way they'll
have them running on assembly
lines '•
When the housewife of the
near future gets home to her
kitchen - or '-food preparation
area- -- there's no stirring or
tasting. Garoian said
She just pops the prepackaged entree and prepackaged side dishes into an
oven or pot of water and assembles the meal when all the parts
beat up If she feels like it. she
may toss in a temernade salad
Old family recipes could be'
come as rare as kitchen coffee
The technique was pioneered
by restaurants. Garman says
'They're the ones who are
taking advantage of it It's a lot
cheaper to assemble all these
things in one central commissary. on an assembly line
Whether they mix and taste
or merely assemble, housewives are still interested in
kitchens. says Roy Brophy. a
large volume homebuilder
based in Sacramento
"Our salesmen tell us that
when they let the couple in the
front door of a new house the
first thing the woman wants to
see is the kitchen,.. he says
Garoian says ti !new way of
doing things ha.- stirred up
some concerns
"One Is that the food

Industry is be ng controlled by
fewer and fewer firms I'm congerned about the degree of competition that is going to exist.
"The 25 largest food service
firms - the guys that are preparing these meals - did as
much business in 1971 as the 400
largest ones did in 1964. What
I'm concerned about is that
we're developing the same type
of concentration of power that
the chain stores have. A few
firms control the bulk of our
sales there
"A second concern is that a
restaurant consumer won't
have as much choice as these
firms take over You don't have
much choice other than the entree of what's going to go with
that meal Look at the airlines
which use the prepackaged
concept for passenger feeding
You really don't have that
much of a choice
"A third concern is that It s
so very difficult to determine
what a real pnce
for manufacturers of prepackaged foods
*Thiess we have real cornpetition they can take a live and
let live attitude towards each
other in terms of pricing
If it boils down to fewer and
fewer people deciding what
Amencans eat. farmers also
have reason for worry. Garman
added.
"Somebody is going to make
a decision on when his product
is going to be exposed to the
consumer, in what form, how
frequently and in what quantity. And unless this is done
really well. there.s a chance
that producers might lose consumer preference
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Jack Paar Debut Somewhat
'Rocky' On ABC Program
--sr-say SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK I AP)- Comedian Jack Paar is back running a
late-night television show in
competition with the one he left
nearly 10 years age
NBC's
"Tonight- program.
His return came Monday
night on the ABC television network, where he began the first
of his one-week-a-month shows
with.
-- A noticeable case of open-

"INF111\11rNINIF1V`INININor

I

WASHINGTON (API - The
Census Bureau reports that less
than half of the newly enfranchised voters from ages 18 to 21
cast ballots in the 1972 presidential election.
A report Wednesday showed
.5,3 million youths in the 18-21
age bracket voted, which was
48.3 per cent of those eligible.
It compared with a turnout of
71 per cent in the 45-64 age
bracket, which had the best
showing.
The over-all voter turnout
was smaller in percentage
terms in 1972 than in the 1968
presidential contest. The bureau said 63 per cent of the
132.3 million who were eligible
actually voted in 1972, cornpared with a 67.8 per cent
turnout in 1968.
- Although Census Bureau officials and politicians consider
the first voting performance by
sub-21 voters as dismal, they
said ft was indicated by preV1OUS census surveys and was
not surprising
The bureau by law is prohibited from gathering figures on
how the sub-21 age bracket, Or

One out of every three food
dollars spent in America goes
for food prepared outside the
home -- ranging from restauMs to TV dinners -and that
II rise to at least half the
national food budget by 1980,
says agricultural economist
Leon Garoian of the University
of California's Davis campus
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ing night jitters.
- Peggy Cass, network
television's first female announcer. Her initial effain in
that field nearly was drowned
out by the band.
- A dull home movie about
two Siberian tiger cuts he
briefly raised.
- Two separate, equally
funny interludes with guests
G-oldie Hawn and comedian
Jonathan Winters.
- Unusual home movies,
never seen before on television,
of three Kennedy brothers -Joe, Robert and John F. Kennedy -- as young men enjoying
life in the relaxed company of
friends.
Paar, 54, seemed hesitant
and unsure of himself until he
swapped quips with Miss Hawn
and Winters.
He lapsed into questionable
taste on several occasions, such
as when a videotape broke and
a floor director motioned to
him to keep ad-libbing.
_ -"Well, now that we've hired
the handicapped, when are we
going to bring the real crew
in?" he asked
Informed the tape had broken, he said, "Oh. this is going
to be one helluva debut, isn't
it?"

It was a rocky start for the
man who hinted NBC's onceshaky "Tonight" show into a
huge profit-maker in less than
fisTe years.
Pear, who left "Toni;;ht" in
1962, lived up to his perennial
billing of -unpredictable" in his
ABC debut._ But he has a long
ieay to go before his new show
Ah. 41& A&.../h./IL 41 .•1 acquires the lustre of his good
old days.
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Census Shows
Literacy Climb
In Turkey By NICK LUDINGTON
ANKARA (AP) — Ac,
cording to recently released statistics from the .1970
census. 11,729 Turkish women
said they were 29 More than
five times as many — 576.138 —
said they were 30
Only 101,515 women said they
were 39 while 503.654 gave 40 as
their age There were 44.132 49year-olds listed and eight times
as many - 333.202
listed at
50
Census officials said these
unusual figures were not due to
a lack of vanity They said
many Turkish peasants do not
know their exact age and simply give the nearest round fig_
ure when asked
Marriage statistics-show the
old Moslem custom of taking
more than one wife has not
died, although polygamy is
against the law
There are 7,121,720 males
listed as married and 7,384.391
females indicating 262,671
women are married to men
with more than one wife
Some marriages didn't get
much of a chance Six males
and 18 females ander 14 years
old are listed as divorced
Turkey's literacy program
showed steady if not spectacular progress .
In 1960, the literate percentage of the total population
over 6 years old was 39 5 per
cent In 1965 the figure was 48 7
per cent According to 1970 census figures literacy had
climbed to 54 1 per cent
Women continued to be discriminated against in education.- This their relative situation
is improving slowly
In 1960. 24 8 per cent of women and 53 6 per cent of men over
6 were literate Ten years later
69 per cent of men and 40 per
cent of women could read and
write
In 10 years the percentage of
economically active persons 15
and over in agriculture has
dropped feom 75 per cent to 66
per cent of the total, reflecting
the process of urbanization
Of the 5 5 million households.
2.3 million are without kitchens, 1 5 million are without toilets 3 5 million are without
baths. 3 3 million lack electriulity and 36 million have no
running water Only 14 milluin
are centrally heated while nearly 600.000 are heated by dried
dung
Of 28.000 mothers who are
graduates of universities. 17,000
have one child or none and only
1.439 - five per cent - have
more than three children
Of the 6 3 million illiterate
mothers 3 7 million - 60 per
cent •- have mote than three
children
There are 25,558 mothers between 12.14 years of age

Band
symbolic

IP

The reasons given for
wearing of t he wedding
ring upon the fourth finger
of the left hand are three
The most practical is the
Roman explanation that
this finger best protects
the valuable ring The lelt
hand is used less than the
right. and 91 the fingers on
the left hand, the fourth is
Ow only one which cannot
easily be extended except
in the company of another
The Second reason goes
back to the Egyptians, who
believed that a vein ran
from the fourth finger of
the left hand directly to
-the heart Since the heart
controlled both life a n d
love, this finger _was the
most honored
The third reason NIerns
-from the Christian church
which, to impress the seriousness of the ceremony
upon the bride and groom.
fectUred that . the thumb
and first two fingers of the
, hand stood respectively for
the Father. the Son and
the Holy Ghost, and that
"the fourth stood for the
earthly love of man for
woman, their marriage together- a nd the hope of
Heaven to follow

FRENCH RABBITS
A recent report states that
the income of French rabbit
breeders — Over haft a btlliCal
dolbws per year — is somewhat higher than,that,from
the o'ciimtry's firoduCtion of
chickens, and equal ta that of
eggs,
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Godchaux Can.

AROUND!

5-lb. Bag
(with coupon below)

YOU'LL BECOME OUR STEADY CUSTOMER!
Pork & Beans
16 oz can

FROZEN HID of

PRODUCE VALUES

Your Choice

DRINKS

Garden Delight

French Fries

Potatoes

10-oz. 6-bot ctn.

Tenn
Grown

with hots. or dep.

Morton Pumpkin

25'
79'

Pies
Cobblers
Old South Fruit

Blueberry

v Blackberry v Peach

Florida Ruby Red

iew
sur sist

Grapefruit

Starkist
Light
Chunk

5-lb. bag

ReynollsWrap
Fancy Red Wmesap

Reynolds

Apples

FOIL WRAP

. TUNA
49!

12 in. x
25 ft Roll

3 lb Ldg

49c

29'
L&M

16-oz. can

Bush's

2 for 29'

POT BEANS

Bonnet

MARGARINE
Yellow
Quarters
lb.

Instant Maxwell House

98'

3-0. Jar

TOMATO
CATSUP

Armour

VIENNA SAUSAGE
5-oz. can
4ftw sr

PEANUT BUTTER

Del Monte

32:M. log Sin
Nabisco Premium

—.CRACKERS

JELL-O

1-lb. box

35'

BAMA
JELLY
Apple

CAT FOOD
Liver & Eggs
Beef & Eggs
647-oz. can

Apple- Plum

Fresh Picnic Style

Apple-Grape

ork Roast

18-oz.
Campfire Brand

Williams Pure Pork

SAUSAGE

WIENERS
12-cm pkg.
39e

2 for 25c

29t

Krey

Chili
with
Beans

Light
Crust

Purex

BLEACH
Plastic Jug

15-oz.

Flavorite Brand

los

Caiio0c

Apple- Strawberry

That's Our Specia

Hot or Mild

3-oz. box

Sliced Bacon
Fresh Pork

LIVER
lb
39'

twevemeerommemilimehwekp rA
0I
P Parker's Mkt Coupon
0
0I
Godchaux Cane 0

•
•
Fresh Ground Beef

Parker's Market

g

SAVE 40;
With This Coupon When
YOU Bstillik 10431. JAR of

0'

0t SUGAR •01
5-lb. Bag
MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
PARKER'S MARKET
4
0
•
w row
10-0z. Jar Only $ 1 29 ai
Good Only at Patter's 0 1

59 1
•
••,., .

IN

r

(wIth c oupon)

AT

L

,IftrIsE,IxLpiiire,la,c1w77‘31011.1_404`% ea COUPON POICAMILY • WU EXMIES
1/17/73

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!'"

*

•

. ea, • 'v.
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IfArETAii7DS

Jan. 6, 1973
Adults
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 2
NO NEWI4ORN ADMISSIONS •
DISMISSALS
FOR SALE
Mrs. Dean Austin, 102 S. 15th,
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Mrs. Autumn Verb McKinney,
03MCCIOV
:
321 !man, Master Ricky Lee
07
:
3200
:
:€011
1 :4:40033.3:#333:31.0
COMICCILVICE:#3:91
Knight, Rt. 3, Murray, Miss et<21CC:
One Group
Amy Elizabeth Latimer,
One Group
Gatesbough Circle, Mrs. lI
CASUAL
Pauline Elizabeth Jones, 1701
Ryan, Mrs. Rhoda Mae Moore,
514 S. 6th, Mrs. Martha Walston,
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
Values to 18.50
Box 284, Benton, Miss Wanda
lI
Reg. '5.95
Jean Graham, 708 Poplar, Mrs.
Edwin B. Knight, Hazel, Mrs.
Jerri Faye Andrews, 1716-A
Sale Starts Wed.-Ends Sat. Night
Wells Blvd., Mrs. Minnie Lee
Bucy, Rt. 5, Mrs. Margery
One Group
One Group
Puritt Ahart,810 Sha-Wa Circle,
Mrs. Hontas Graham, 708
Poplar St., Amos Dick, Rt. 6,
Mrs. Dallie Davis Colson, Rt. 5, rik
Reg. 113-114
Benton, Albert Cassity, Rt. 1,
by,. . .
Reg. '11
Box 68, Julia Coy Moody, Rt. 4.
Norman,

5
.

-•• t•si
,

KINGS DEN

; 99'
F; SHIRTS
SHIRTS

4

Vegas hotel opens
for kids only

s 82 crosses Latah Lrtek bridge at Spokane,
-BY RAILROAD- Burlington Northern
consolidating tracks of three railroads which merged:
plex
corn
rail
of
part
Is
Wash Bridge

I HAVE A
5066C-5TON

(

ME5N'T
EVERYONE'

41:11 IRV 10 FIND
1
!DON'T /
41641
JUT u.114X IT 0_6ThAT f0t)
WYE Ai IJOOD51CX5 PARTY?

MAia3E THAT liK/ULD
THE FIR5T 5TEr 7tIblAgl:%)
YOOR RECONCILIATION
-

(I

-

A youth hotel, completely
self-centamed so that parts
and children aged 3 to 16)
can have separate holidays,
has been opened in the 1,500room resort hotel operated by
the Hilton chain in Las Vegas
There are three areas, for
teen-agers, for elementary
school children and preschoolers, with soda fountain,
snack bar and separate dormitories for girls and boys.

(

,..... ALIIJAY5 TRIP ON\
1
TSAI FIRST:

IT he Already Discour t
Price

cwswoock rucisoaf_s}.
Is Matusti401 A 1363
FUR SALE).—

•
irk A
Lig

AO

THE PHANTOM
TamkaG AxixTuRi
ON PURPOSE cu unit
Rump 441. v‘esc woes IMST/ LITTLE
•tOti RUINED THE

defklIntia

BEATLE BAILEY
1.TYBODY rows
ME, I'LL BE oVER
AT THE PX

COFFEETINE!

1-(0

NANCY
HEY BOB --- HOW COME
2
YOU'RE 50 POPULAR '

et
I %at )

I USE
THIS NEW
• HE - MAN.
LOTION

0o,
0

••
— •ry.
• • 1 ty •••••• ••••••

,‘ANe

moo,.
.•

WHAT'S IN
THAT BOX?

-40
sAlloserile
aptereve
1111:11
4

*CI4k $499

$

99

9

50% Off

NOW

SPORT COATS
Values to

AKC REGISTERED toy silver 8'x40' TRAILER. Reason for
.poodle puppy, 11 eeeks old. Make selling, moving Will sell at a
nice pet. Phone 753-4469 after 6.00 real reasonable price_ Phone 435pm.J11C 4492.
J 1 IC

14 in

receptm
Service
between
to 1110
. days. We
•
•
•
•

I

aA
a
nnurr

8

*4
•

165

19"
'

Values
iio

ITS
$3595

in)

Mc
Bill's
Hwy.
641 !I

to

— BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

Alcoholism has
no social bounds

Phone 489-2161
-../PAPP/I11

After 5:00 p.m.
ss•••-_-,"

springer COUCH AND chair, green with
although I now do not drink HERD OF black Angus
Phone gold flowers, real good condition,
bull.
one
including
cows,
I
an
of
for reasons health. am
J11C
J12C 850 for both. Ph. 753-1415.
436-5353
Indian of the north of Mexico.
As a youth I used to drink pure' mescal as an appetizer and "USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. THREE PIECE bedroom suite,
I've always enjoyed excellent Used Baldwin organs. Used about 130 years old, good conhealth. The Indian branch 01-41sildwin grand pianos. Lollard° dition, $100. Also beautiful No. 4
my family through my moth- Piano Company, across from bell, perfect condition, $100.
• -.111C
er ) had, drinkers and none Post Office, Paris, Tenn. J12C Phone 753-8972.
were alcoholics and they enjoyed excellent health phys- F1fOMWAII, to wall, no soil at, TWIN BOOK case iiirdis,-eprbigs
ically and mentally - and all. on carpets cleaned with Blue and mattresses, $15 each, table
have lived to more than 90 Lustre. Rent electric shampooer and two chairs, 810, one 12.x14
years of age
31.00 Big K, Belair Shopping rose figured rug, 810, one 11x12
I would like you to answer Center. .'
J13C blue rug, 85, best Tappan 30 Inch
this letter in English or in
electric range Some odd chairs
Spanish
BELTONE FACTORY fresh and tables Phone 753-8972. JUL
let's not make our future hearing aid batteries for all make
people idiots'
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs J1OC TIMOTHY STRAW, 60 cents a
Senor
JIIC
bale. C,all 492-8613
INSURANCE: Homeowners,
Farrnowners and Mobile Homes.
Low rates, broad coverage.
Excellent claim service. Check
with us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Realty Agency.
Phone 753-5842.
February 7C

Dear Senor:
You are mistaken to believe
that the drug ethyl alcohol
I ('.H5OH1 is of better quality
in champagne than in the
cheapest wine. The additives
of these beverages differ in
quality, but not the ethyl alcohol.
Funny you didn't mention
Sarah Churchill or Alexander
the Great.-- they also had access to the best liquors but
what tragic alcoholics they
became. Why -if your theory
is correct' I believe you know
your elected representatives.
If not, it'll be a good exercise
for you to get acquainted
Bob

REGISTERED BLACK Angus
cattle. 8 heifers, 4 bulls, age 6 to
12 months. Call James MitJ15F
chuson, 437-4365.
1971 TAPPAN gas range. Harvest
Gold. Phone 753-8854 after 6:00
J11C
p.m.

ENGLISH PLEASURE hors., 12
years old. Priced reasonable.
Phone 753-5525 or 753-7109. JI1C CHIHUAHUA female, buff and
hite color, $25.00. Also set of
ladies left hand golf clubs. Phone
CREOSOTED POLES and penta
753-4091
J 12C
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
ZENITH Stereophonic record
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
player with stand, two years old.
J10C
Street
$50 00. Also Admiral black and
SEVENTEEN Weaning pigs, call white T.V. 12 inch screen 865.00...
J12C For more information call 753435-4375.
Bob Scott can be reached at
0489 after 5:00 p.m.
J12NC
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
.
Hospital, 401 South Tustin SEARSor36liCstwttiptifteerglalionsrean
c BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
7538100.00
Ave., Orange, Calif. 92166
enttto
Ros
Ip
off purchase plan. I,onardo
7855aftcr 4:30p.til.
(Telephotie 714433-9582).
Piano- Company; across from
Office, Paris, Tenn.
J12J12('
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossivord Puzzle

MOM 013000 000
COO MOMOM 6160
OGOOMOO 00000
MOOM DOOM
DOOM 00=0000
MOOOM 00M0 MO
DOM COMM OMM
DO 0000 =IMO
MOGOMMOO 0000
MOOM WOG
DOD= P1MGOOM
Um maul" GOO
MOO MOOD ODO

ACROSS

n-5

agiumr. . au
,,
n76
II

31

NM ..m.
111

II I49 aUIiII
Sill011111
II

33

For. • AWN
• PLUI
DUO
FUR

HOLSTEIN CALVES

THE ALCOHOLIC

The touts were orr,anized
jointly by Orb's, the Polish :ralem,,,:e911.11- •
1 Performs
• toueist agent and by the
travel agency of the Swedish
2 Hindu garment
State Railways
3 Puffed up

It

SHIRTS

.•
•
•

One Group

One Group

30 Poles take
one-way trip
to Sweden

HE CLAIMS WE) OH,stlfr
YOKUMS
RAINY OCT
GOT TA'
TI-CO-IARACTER
i4OT 'TO LOOK CHARACTER
-BUT AM
INSIDEHAFT

KNIT

JEANS

4 ire, of birch
family
'1 On the ocean
5 Unusual
5 Anglo Saxon
6 Note of wale
money
7 Emmet
8 Former
8 Biblical weeds
it1issian ruler
9 Cubic meters •
12 Hail
10 Turkish
13•terr
rerment
14 Husband of
11 Ceremony
Gudrun
16 Slave
15 Bartered
18 Listen to
17 Menace
22 Breaks
19 Locations
surldenlY
20 Weird
23 Swerves
,
44 Story
36 Stalk
21 Sea eagles
„ 24 Distant
46 Tissue
37 Girl's name
23 Urn
25 Devoured
47 Rind of cheese
sr tneosIs
Fia
38 h
24 Novelty
Profra: three
- 49 Posed for
26 Go in
29 Chinese
Place.b
40 C
poll'alt
28 Music as
Pagoda
Combat
50 In favor of
written
30 Succor
f-rdhasrn
2
3
4
53
Maiden loved
31 Near
Pretense
35 Portions
by Zeus
32 foist
I
a
2
6
3
7 V8 9
W 11
33 Three toed
sloth
34 Things, in law
WV 13
afg 14
12UII;s5:•:
36 Steeple
le
1111hT11114i
38 ,Evil
39 Chapeaus
41 Heavenly
— bedy"
EMINIMI;gag.2°
:OW
22 IN 73
43 Look fixedly
45 Commonplace
24
23
27
1a,N 28 29 30
'
48 Seraglios
3s. .14
50 Cushioned
31
EWE32
Ilkk:Zinbilt.
33
Si Danish
:ti .^ n••1Xf1i:
About 30 people have demeasure
gfi 36
33
34
3A :•:A.:31
52 Ventilate
fected and asked for political
.,716....
54 Spanish pot
39 40
asylum in Sweden during
0
55
Tableland
Poland
C.X.AO
gi;e
4;6
VC
0
weekend tours from
43 44
111
Also
h I
isli
:
43
46 ill
which started last September, 56
Paper
57
it was reveled recently
*111isarsUre

LIC•ABNERA FAT LOT US
VOKUMS CARES!!
WANDERIN'
JULIUS LEFT
IT HERE-

GUYS

LEVIS

This Is a translation of an
(eternal letter mailed to me In
Spanish.
I'LL. -JUST WAIT •
NES GOT TO COME UP
Dear Mr. 118411tr
SOONER OR LATER
I refer In your opinion artide in relevance to the alcohol--. k,,which appeared in the Sap
1972.
-4-- —I Diego Union, Oct. 8,
I don't think that you in your
imagination would have be4
1
heved or thought that great
man and Prime Minister of
England Sir Winston Churchill had been an alcoholic In
the same case I will point out
Peter the Great of Russia;
these two men were drinkers
with excellent control of their
faculties. I suppose that the
TI40004 STILL SOFT,- THE HIDES
PAY FATHER SAO He COULDN'T
wine or the liquor that they
WERE TOu58 AS STEEL.
CUT Tot 'Plift4g12.HfClE5 -drank was of excellent qualACCIDENTALLY, I HAD
IT stAs TRUE - I TRUED.
Ai
ptgrgrAZING
MADE
ity.
RV!
It is very easy to criticize a
person who in tus maturity for
emotional reasons begins to
drink be it in social gatherings
or alone in a bar or in his
house. It's impossible that our
middle class or our poor class
would have sufficient money
to buy one bottle of good
champagne or one bottle of
good, old and pure cognac or
of good aged whisky.
The U.S. government permanufacturers of beer,
mits
•
and liquors to degrade
wine
WHERE'S
,n1
people of the United
noble
the
5..41111P
Ti4S
The majority of wines
States.
F
and liquors are fermented
through chemical processes
- and not through natural
processing. I have, for a long
time, drunk a wine and I
found that its fermentation of
an acid base damages the
Pot
nerves and over-all mental
Wit
relaxatian
I'm writing you this letter in
Spanish so that you can throw
it out or bring it to your attention.
If you would be able to tell
what federal office I can
me
POULTRY
TRY SOME --present protest - or who is
IT ATTRACTS
the representative of SouthALL THE
ern California in the Congress
CHICKS
in Washington, D.C. so that
I can launch a protest about
the law that prolongs the poisoning and the degrading of
the North American people
through the sale of liquors and
Oft
wines and commercial beers.
The next letter U will send
you in English. I have quite a
bit of experience as a drinker
•

'1"

WTI( t.
•-•••••••4••••4

.3-3CAMICCQ
4..0...K.C.Cgars=00.03..0.:C.C.C.C.3ana:03:30

By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service

BLONDIE

All First Quality Merchandise

Jayson,.
Paxton,
Lucien Piccarci

50% Off

TIES

Call
753-191

a37 il
:

En 16
"III
a
. ly unirea reatur, Syndicate, Inc.
I.

It has liecom
tied down. S•

I

HURRICAN

Your Con
Parts,a

Radio, T
Stere
In-Store Re
All Bran
Murray H
& Au
1, isis Sudo
Itirmon

I i•

WOULD YOU be Intl
Christian business (
men or women, full o
Phone 354-8665

I, Mrs. Gladys Earle
date January 10, 1!
responsible for any'
than my own. Signed
Faries.

r

fiRIDGE CLAS
Night 7
( all-ALMA TA
753-4602
-01M1101
41111

IL Monday

FOR SALA

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Sheets

WE ARE . . .

0V
With Famous I
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
1971.41'x12' M014111", home, two
bedrooms, central heat and air
conditioning, 10'x15' room a t4actied, and 10'sRE_patio. Phone
Benton 527-9943.
.116C
HONDA 100 CC, good -condition. - Two helmets, one new and one
used. Call 753-6213 after 5
TEC
ONE' 55 GALLON aquarium
complete with fish. One 20' gal.
long complete. Three smaller
aquariums. Call after 5 p.m. 753J11P
•
.8672.
,
FIREWOOD FOR shle $6.00 on
the ,ground. Will deliver. Phone
J1IP
437-4548.

DI
Which Means

SPI

Cali

Corner of 6th

SEAMLESS Ai,UMI
manufactured and
Atkins Gutter
Murray, phone 753
8992.

CURTIS-MATHIS ci
with AM-FM radk
and tape deck $356.1

CHEST OF Drawer
drawers 'used an<
Phone 7534762.

01.1.41.....•••••••

its.•

•
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It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

OR RENT

Another View 0

NOTICE

NOTICE

TODA-(15
SPEC 1ALS

N40-T-I-C4
To improve yourteievision

poro< RP

reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m, for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

A
144)
14
••

1461,4114
.11ME•mma

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

.SWC-3

Almo, Ky.

FIRST, I'D LIKE AN ESTIMATE ON A
POT WAST."

Phone 753-0880
For:. • AWNINGS• UNDERPENNING

FURNISHED APARTMENT, LAKE FRONI oil gushed two
living room, kitchen, bathroom bedroom house in Pine Bluff
JlIC
with shower and bath. One or two Shores. Phone 753-2250.
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753- TWO BEDROOM house, 104
6609.
Tth9tliStreet. Key at 102 North
. _ J14C
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two 236 Ltsust, Morsink, Illinois,
bedrooms, central heat and air, 61760.
.119C
ceramic tile bath, washer and
furnished
BEDROOM
dryer hook up, built in stove. TWO
$425.00 per month plus utilities. trailer, air conditioned. One mile
TFC from Murray. Garbage pick up
Phone 753-7850.
a_nd water furnished. $85.00 per
TWO BEDROOM house. shower- month. Phone Cadiz, 522'.118C
tub bath, modern kitchen, carpet IZ32
and tile floors, automatic washer
hook up, electric heat and circulating coal or wood stove. Near
Furnished House for 3or 4
Kirksey, 10 minutes from town.
college students Close to
References
Family. only.
Campus
required. ASThaffable now. Phone
Phase 753-5865 Days
JIOC
489-2405.
or 7934191 after 5 p.m.

FOR RENT

ision•
'Murray Cablev
.•...I
•..•....••..
.••.......••
.........•..
Hwy. 641 North

FOR RENT

HOUSE, NEAR college, with
rooms and kitchen for several
girls. Second semester, $140.00
J12C
each. Phone 753-9773.
AUCTION SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFMRICD

Call
753-1916

SERVICES OFFERED

Thank You, Calloway County!
tried to
We,Scarbough Plumbing and Electric
of our
demand
retire and couldn't, thanks to the
old
our
call
Please
old customers and friends.
753emergencies:
and
Nights
5543.
:
number: 751
055S.
WE

WELCOME NEW CUSTOMERS!!

Scarbrough Plumbing
and Electric
Licensed Contrartors

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
WANTED. BABY-SITTER, commercial. New or old. Free
TEC
evenings for 4 year old girl. Must estimates. Call 753-6123.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; have references. Phone 753J1ONC FOR ALI. your glass needs call
two bedrooms. Phone 753'0693.
Carl Howard Glass Company .
J16C
9957.
Specializing in commercial and
WITH PAGLIAPS Pizza now auto. Phone
753-0176
J12C
new
management.
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, under
air conditioned, all electric, Reliable waitress, waiters, and
water furnished. Call 753-6551 drivers are needed. Apply in
J1OP person. Open 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.J12C
after 4 p.m.
HELP WAN

ESTATE AUCTION of the late
BRICK DUPLEX apartment.Carl & lAicY Colson, located '2
ITS EASY TO ENJOY
from . mile south of Hickory Grove
building, one block
Fromthe hill top view you •
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERMwill have a panoramic view
University. Electric heat, wall to Church on gravel road. Time.
furnished NURSE AIDES Applications are
of a beautiful teireSted area
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots Jan. 13, 1973, at 10 a.m., in case of LARGE FOUR room
FURNACES PARTS
overlooking Kentucky Lake.
private now being accepted for nurse
and
of closet space and built-in rain or snow sale will be held on apartment gas, heat
ce,s will be yours along wins
aides. Apply in person to West753Phone
pets.
No
entrance.
type
log
modern
Sat.
following
rustic,
a
Drinks
and
sanddressers 75'x140'. Each apartIt has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
view Nursing Home, 1401 South
J1OC
home, three panelied
1203
ment has living room, bedroom, wiches available.
tied doan. See us for.
J15C
riedrOOms one in Cedar, one
16th Street.
cherry, One in pale,
kitchen andbath with shower. Partial list of items: Antique
•
room
30'
living
v.
23'
•,paCious
ANCHORS
and
in
HURRICANE STRAPS
Well Insulated with rocInrool
COMPLETE HOME
dresser, 4 stoves, Old Singer NICE 12x60, three bedroom
with fireplace for enjoyable
the ceiling, storm doors and sewing machine, Radio, Dishes & trader on private lot Located on TEXAS REFINERY CORP ofiintertaining Or for a cozy
REMODELING
•ivening with a bOOk and
windows Good investment Cooking Utensils, 3 won bed- Tom Taylor Rd. Two miltfs-snuth fers opportunity for high income
herry fire electric heat. air
property for only $25,500.00. steads I practically new Cane- of town. $85 00 a month Phone PLUS cash bonuses, convention
• OndItiOned Ge( St cottage.
trips and fringe benefits to
FREE
POultry house Well and
Including two electric table top bottom chairs, Rocker, End 753-6035 days and 492-8842
•.torage house Huge 1500' so:mature man in Murray area
electric
-2
healers,
hot
water
J16P
it barn with loft Deep well.
ESTIMATE
Tables, • Odd chairs, Lawn nights.
Regardless of experience, air
electric mower. Roto-Tiller, Lamps,
2
and
stoves
ApprOvimately two acres On
Ky 144 at Hamlin Spring is
refrigerators Also furnished Pictures, Coo-Coo 'clock, Wash FURNISHED APARTMENT, mail si.K. Pate, Pres , Texas
tura around the corner --,_aCt
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with kettles, Tools, Churns, Jugs, electric heat, $40.00 a month. Refinery Corp., Bea. 711, Fort
NOW! For only 540,000 you
J11P
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00 Vacurnn cleaner,I.awn furniture, Phone 436-2323 after 5p.m. J12C Worth, Texas 76101
'an enjoy e House, guest
753-0961
only ruckle cup of
°nage, barn, and land
per year. Shown by appointment Grinding wheel, Corn shelter,
coffee in town
to
only -Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753- Old jars & Bottles, Wash tubs,
JOHN C NEUBAUER
TWO ROOM Efficiency apart- WANTED BABYSITTER
The 8 to 10 Club
Stereo
own FRES ESTIMATt on asp& tank
, TFNC
Prefer
my
to
REAL ESTATE
home.
come
7278.
HotinUtilities
Reffigerator.
Frigidaire
ment $100 a month.
Burger Queen
204 So 4th Street
References installation. Phone 753-711O. TFC
point stove, Chrome Breakfast- cluded. Close to campus. Phone transportation.
Murray, KenSucky
ITC
753-0101 IN VESTMEXT PROPERTY. room suite, Old trunks, Antique 753-4342 or 7534958 after 5:00 required. Ph. 753-7822.
(Res.) 7A3-7531
WILL Up bpbysitting anytime in
•
"'Two -bedroom •tel-riPShett-traistr iron,'Tobacc.o knife, Flower pots, P.m.
J12C
my home.Call after 3 00 p.m Ph
with living room, kitchen, utility Old Kitchen cabinet, Bed room
.8VON•CAN brighten your life-- 753-6809.
Jiic
BEAUTIFUL LOT for building room and bath, paneled walls, suit.
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and with extra cash you can earn as
near golf course, boat ramps, electric heat, storm'windows and Other items to numerous to sale at 641 Super Shell. Murray, an Avon Representative. It's a
170.000 acre national recreation storm doors, newly painted. mention. Not responsible in case
& Auto
If You
Kentucky . Phone Max at 753- great way to end money TREE PRUNING and removal,
area, and ten million dollar Large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting
ITC worries-selling our famous and selling some firewood. Call
lewis 1nriresti.
9131.
of accident_
MISS
Barkley Lake Lodge. $1750. Jean for $100.00 per mOnth. Priced for
J16P
Harmon I.ca
spare time. Les Rolfe, at 753-3531.
Wilson & Thompson Auction
products in your
Wilson, 905 Doran Road, Murray, quick sale at 912,750.00. Including
F5C
TWO BEDROOM House with Call: 443-3366 Collect.
711 n7I
Service,
I heiiitntil "•••1
Please Phone
316C 4 beds. 2 chest of drawers, kitKy.,753-9850.
bath, city water and natural gas
Wayne Wilson-Auctioneer
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Your
chen table, with chairs, electric Chas. Thompson --App. Auc- located in Hardin Call 753.ontroi, phone 753-3914, 100 Sbuth
BY OWNER; four bedrool.
electric refrigerator. tioneer.
stovi.%
J12C
J12C.
4661.
13th .Street. "Every- day you
WOULD YOU be interested in a
large
Carrier home, with large den,
Shown by appointment only.
delay lets bug," have their
Christian business opportunity.
private patio, large utility room,
641 THREE Miles north of Paris,
Phone John Pasco,Jr., 753private apartTEC
First
men or women, full or part time
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
Friday, January 12, at 6:30. Load THREE ROOM
Boy for Night Shift Cook way."
TFNC
7278; heat.
central
and
bath
with
ment
J12C
Phone 354-8665.
Carter
garbage disposal. Close to
from St. Lows. Round Oak Table,
If No Results:
J12C
and Middle Schools. Priced to
ice box.9 piece dining room suite Call 7534898.
Apply In Person
WILL DO sewing. Uniforms a
immediate
for
LOT
BEAUTIFUL
I, Mrs. Gladys Earies, as of this
Phone
side board, Oak
sell. Bank loan available to right
chest,
top
marble
Jilt.
Ph. 753-6520.
speciality.
park
city
near
St
Sharp
building.
date January 10, 1973 am not
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
table and four chairs, glass
school
city.
center,
shopping
TFC
responsible for any debts other
753-6342 rughts.
dishes and odds and ends Shorty
hospital, university Phone 606JOHN'S REPAIR , Service
than my own. Signed Mrs. Gladys
So. 12th Street
McBride No. 247 and James E.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
ITC
549-2494.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
J16P
Faries.
ITC
Travis No. 278.
MUSIC
Then
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
HOUSE IN Gatesboro, beautiful
TFC
753-7625 nights.
Repair.
and
TUNING
PIANO
House,
AUCTION
SemiHENRY
Certified
companys need
After 5:30 p.m. and
CLASSES NI
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered two story four bedroom. Two and Saturday, January 13 at 6:30.
Drivers. Earn $300-$400 per week. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
E Monday Night 7-9 p.m.I
craftsman Piano Technician a half baths, living room large Load from Chicago weather
Until 6:30 p.m.
Ni experience necessary, will also bank gravel, fill dirt and
lots
with
Kitchen
dining.
den
and
n
TRACY
tall-ALMA
!A
TF'('
Guild.
permiting. Tables, chairs, chest,
AUTO
train. For application call 317- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
WESTERN
utility
closets,
of
and
cabinets,
753-4602
don'timow
lamps,
clock,
dresser,
or write Coastway or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
636-2675,
TFC
with cabinets. Harvest gold stove
Home of
Pianos-Organs
what else. James E. Cooper No.
Anierican Systems. P.O. Box
and dishwasher. Double garage.
500 and-James W. McBride No.
'tie why more people buy
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana
Carpeted throughout. Have to see
The Wishing Well
FOR SALE
Nurlitzer than any other
1TC
FOR SALE
January2.54'
336.
CARD OF THANKS '
46201
to appreciate. Call 753-1256 or see
piano Sales Service Rental
and
piano
Practice
Purchase
Milburn Outland after 4 o'clock
AUTOS r Ott SALE
THREE BEDROOM trailer with WANTED: JANITOR, full time The family of Henry Hopkins
studios. JAB Music Center,
J12P
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
bath and half. 10x57 Close to Must have experience in floor wishes to' express their sincere
1965 CHEVROI.ET, Chevelle, V-8
I,ocated on College care. Good pay for the right thanks and appreciation to their
College
snow
motor, runs good. New
TUNING-Repair PIANO
J15C person. Apply in person at Big
Ph.753.3920.
Road.
Farm
many friends and relatives for
Real
building. Prompt expert ser- 266 ACRE farm on black top tires, radio, air conditioner.
K.
JIIC the food, beautiful flowers, and
4.36Phone
cheap.
Priced
nice.
e. 15 years experience. Rebuilt road, approximately 200 acres
House, bath,
expressions of sympathy7 'A
J1OP TWO BEDROOM
2154.
.1f10$ for sale. Ben W. Dyer, crop land. Has been leased fot
kitchen, living room, utility,
special thanks to Dr. Gary
TO
WANT
on
BUY
farm
acre
.'llrray, Kentucky. Phone 753- $5,000 per year.400
electric heat, water furnished,
Marquardt, Dr J. Russell Ross,
F2C black top road priced only $125
located 121,3 miles from town.
the nurses and staff of
and
per acre. You will be glad you 1969 CADILLAC Sedan Devine., Ph. 753-5147.
JI1C WANT TO BUY: Used two-seater Murray-Calloway County
top,
vinyl
power,
all
Air,
clean.
sofa
in
good
Phone
753condition.
bought this farm.
J.H. Churchill
Hospital, the
J1OC
4 acres near city limits, sewer, leather upholstery. Phone 436- 12x50 TRAILER, 2 miles East of 6762.
Lessons
SAC'TBILT
their many
for
Home
Funeral
JIOP
water, gas on hard surface road 2138.
Professional teachers of
Jl5C
Murray. Phone 753-5998.
acts of kindness, Mrs. Bates for
WE ARE .
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
for
steal
ideal for nursery. Is a
WANT TO BUY office desk, file the beautiful songs and to Bro.
accordion, drums and band
$5000.
instruments J & B Music
BEDROOM, 8t50, mobile cabinet, table saw, opaque Bates and Bro. Glover for their
TWO
Center-. Murray. Ky 753
Lots just in and just out of city THREE BEDROOM frame home $50 00 a month. Ph. 489- projector, air compressor and words
of comfort.
7575
limits. Hard top road, water, gas house, approximately I acre and 2595.
JI1C spray gun. Phone 7534386 after
With Famous Long Lasting
on
blacktop,
size
basement,
full
and near sewer. 100 ft. x 225 ft.
J1OP
5:00p.m.
Mrs. Henry Hopkins
with one lot near 1 acre Priced "2 mile noeth of Coldwater.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hopkins
NICE THREE bedroom house.
or
489Phone
489-2110
$11,000.00
beds,
bunk
BUY
WANT TO
$1,000 to $3,000.
and
family
2
24
north
of
milts
Murray.
J13C
2261.
Which Means...
and
complete with springs
COMPLETE DONUT operation
Comfortable well-located 3
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc-_ ,
Contact Robert Wiggins at
for sale. Registered name and bedroom, 301 Poplar. This may
mattresses. Phone 489-2118. J9C
Daniel and family
Wiggins' Furniture from 8:00
inc. Located in Lexington, ready be the one you have been looking TWO 1966 Ford vans, 6400.00
till 5,30 p m., or phone 753a.m.
to be moved to Murray. for.
FLAT top guitar. Ph. 753each. Phone 753-4857 days, 753- 4566.
J12C USED
JI1C
JI1C
Machinery gear_ed for high
I am an experienced Realtor 7244 after 6.00 p.m.
5808.
lAIST & FOUND
/
volumn. Sufficient training and and Appraiser and will gladly
•
* COME BY AND SEE US *
BEDROOM trailer, 111
THREE
guidance provided by present help you value or sell your
LOST: RAINCOAT which was
bath, gas heat, air-conditioned, 50
Antiqu• Cioas
1969 OLDSMOBILE.,98 Two-door
owner as part of sale. Contact property.
taken by mistake at the time of
gal hot water heater, garbage
factory
with
power
All
KW.Ellington, 606277I need listings of all kinds. hardtop
We buy and sell old clocks,
Mobile
the "IVIasotic Rites" for Mr.
JI1C disposal. Located in
J9C Please call me for your real air. Phone 753-7827.
8209.
Phone 753-5862
6th & Main
cases, works and parts.
Corner of 6
Stranak. at the Max Churchill
Home Village, spot A-11. Phone
We
estate needs.
Over 150 in stock.
funeral home Please return to
753-6168 day 753-4743 night. J I OC
NOTICE
Member of Multiple fisting
repair clocks. J & B Music
funeral home or call 7531968 IMPALA Custom Coupe, air,
..Service.. .
Center. 753-7575.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
J15C
7544.
power and automatic. Excellent
di
Realtor
Mier,
Claude L.
manufactured and installed by
"Sweetest Song I Know"
Phone 438-2427. J12C
condition.
RENT
FOR
a. "Lights of Home"
Appraiser, phones 753-5064 and
Atkins Gutter Installation,
School
Modern Office Space-524
by the Bu Mac Boys
WANT TO MN ear corn. Phone LOST: '73 WINCO -Aritt
from Winchester
1TC
753-3059.
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753\
insidepower
door,
initials
two
Ring,
CAPRICE
Class
1968
753or
sq. ft.-fiest floor, central
Now Available at
Leroy Todd,753-9198
January25C
8992.
MODEL 9422
and air, new tires. Also 1969
Chuck's Music Center
J9C WDW. Reward. Call Collect: 376air, utilities
on
heating,
8943.
121
TWO
Hwy.
off
ACRES
SI 00 each .„
J15C
5236.
Short. Long and
furnished, parking space.
blacktop 1836; good building Torino, new tires, power steering
'PEST CONTROL
best
sell,
to
Need
and
brakes.
If
interested contact
J15C
sight. Call 7534497.
Long Rifle 22
CURTIS-MATHIS console stereo,
.122C
offer buy. 753-0310..
THE FOLLOWING Schedules
Fired
Western Dark
AXERAdE HOME sprayed tot
with AM-FM radio, turn table
WANTED 10 KEN;
wilt be,. canceled effective
Tobacco
Growers
Six month guarantee. No
$00.
Cruiser,
and tape deck. $350.00. Phone-.753Land
TaYCITA
1970
Tobacco,
Association,
Ami1.17-W,--1971:. A /XIS lerfillrlgritin.1FUL LOTfor drinledi;ito
monthly contract --greq!ired.
1,000
1E156..
mallgarage or
Murray, at 4110 p.m. to Cagit, building. Sharp St. near city park hardtop. Four-wheel drive,41
Building, tee-208 Maple
Superior F:iterminatthg! WA1'•iTfORENTs
Stations
Jerry
at
See
$2350.
753-6386
Phone
and shopping center, city iebool Miles.
station
Hopkinsville,
Kentucky._
Street,
Murray.
service
Corsusany. Phone 753- .,
Rd .
CHEST OF Drawers, three large
.110P
,
Tel% 753-3341-1342.
Nashville. Bus leavin; Murray at hospital, Universityasehone 806- Used Cars, 1410 Glendale J161'
Chestnut St 753 2571
ilIC after 5 0Orp m
.*January
7260
drawers 'used and refinished,
5:00 p.m. to Paducah, Ky. JI1C 549.2494,
TFC' Murray,Ky.
•
1
J10C
Phone 753-6762.
• PLUMBING • PARTS• COLEMAN,

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Your Complete Mobile Ho
Parts and Service Center

Bill Houghtoi

Radio, TV 8

- .18s Ole
c14
i12
Ich
U.S
.1C
a
IC

Vs
to
:it5F
)st
oo
IC

nd
of
,ne
2C
rd
Id
nd
DO.
53qC

do
orn
2C

In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home

Your Paper

Paper

753-1916

'BRIDGE

Acioni-mrAwil

753-7278

TIRES •Music

OVER STOCKED

DEAN TIRES
SPECIAL SALE
PRICES!!

0
air
atine
6C
On.

Cain Gulf Service I
N E W!!

FC

on
one
IP

Murray Home
and Auto

Help Wanted

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Long John Silvers

.
••
.1.

•• •.•••••••••,------.
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one

of 'the
necessity
soul" Henry David Thoreau.
"Some men never do
anything wrong simply because
they never do anything" Roger
Babson.

Stiletto
Two

Evening
Courses
Planned

WEDNESD.
JANUARY

Evening courses in construction safety and in fundamentals of woodworking wili
be offered on Thursdays during
the spring semester by the
department of industrial
educatilm at Murray State
University.
Dr. C. Dale Lemons, chairman of the Industrial Education
department, listed these
courses to be offered:
Rough treatment but ap-Industrial Education 384,
parently effective.
Construction Safety,6 to8
beginning Jan.
Fellow says some people do
- Industrial Educationnot exaggerate T,hey just
Continuing Education Unit 040,
remember big.
Fundamentals of Woodworking,
6 to 9 p.m., beginning Jan. 18.
High school boys says: -My
1k-emphasized that the safety
dad wants me to have
Willard Ails, center, was presented a special planet In recognition of his services to Drug
course, will carry two semester
everything heslidn't have when
ben. by the Board of the Calloway Council of Drug Education at the meeting held Monday
Education
hours of credit, while the
he was a boy, like all A's on my
Robert Daniels, right, made the presentation. Johnny Bohannon, left, is also a member
Dr.
evening.
carry
will
course
woodworking
report card.
of the directors.
board
the
of
be
no academic credit but can
taken for three Continuing
A four year old girl wants to
Education credits.
know if spiders and octopuses
The safety course is designed
are put out by the same comto provide instruction and
pany
training in the recognition,
avoidance and prevention of
A woman prosecuting athazards associated with work
torney in Queens, N. Y. was
activities in the construction
cross-examining a witness, also industry. It will also deal with
SAIGON ( AP) - The U. S. alties from shelling and land
a woman. "What
is your
the ne.m. U.S. Occupational Command announced today the mines reported since Sunday to
The Calloway Council on
correct age", she said. The
Safety and Health Act as it loss of another fighter-bomber 23 killed and 86 wounded.
Education surprised
woman witness replied inDrug
Hanoi, meanwhile, broadcast
relates and applies to the over North Vietnam and A heliplaque in
stantly, "About the same as construction industry.
copter in South Vietnam just new charges of "extermination Willard Ails with a
to
his
of
service
yours''
recognition
the
It
zone.
the
B52s
by
in
bombing"
complete
U.S.
demilitarized
below the
Students who
education in Murray and
course will receive certificates said all eight Americans southern third of North Viet- drug
Calloway County at the regular
The good part about Spring is
of completion issued by the ,U.&._ aboard the two aircraft were nam below the 20th parallel.
meeting held Monday evening
'
that it comes when you need it Department of Labor.
B52
raids
Hanoi
said
Radio
missing.
Dr. Robert Daniels on behalf
the most.
This raised to 35 the number Monday on several residential
Anyone interested in taking
of the Board of the directors of
the safety course should contact of U.S. aircraft the Command areas "caused heavy losses to
the council made the presenI k. Geroge V. Nichols, assistant has reported lost in Indochina civilian life and property."
Hanoi also claimed that two tation of the plaque which reads
industrial since Dec. 18, when the twoof
professor
left standing
as follows. "Presented to
LEVELED-Only guisfl pietism el the walls of the Deraa's Loose leaf Floor were
education, Applied Science week aerial blitz on Hanoi and B52s were shot down before
Willard Ails, Outstanding
inside
housed
tobacco
and
building
the
provThe
destroyed
An
in
blaze
dawn
Nighe
launched.
today
late-night
a
after
State Haiphong was
Murray
Building,
The Murray State University
Service Award, 1972, Presented
University, telephone 762-3393) U. S. Command in daily corn- ince but made rio mention at
Amateur Radio Club will hold•
•
• for 3 years of
•
for additional Information and Trnaniques has reported a total of the mon.
President, 1969-1972,. During
its first meeting of the year
captured
it
said
killed,
Command
The
U.S.
-WI Americans
registration details.
tonight Wednesday) at 7a
these years he has Unielfishly
or missing in these crashes, the had no 1*2 losses to report.
The 12-week woodworking
p.m. at Swann Hall.
Another Hanoi broadcast as- given Countless Hours, Efforts
costliest air losses of the war.
course deals with the care and
The program will be a
that pro-Communist and Funds to Further Drug
above
halt
serted
While the bombing
safe use of hand tools and basic
chscus.sion about the Simulated
Education."
Activities include the the 20th parallel continued, the Cambodian forces have "libermachines.
Emergency Test for ails
of
cent
85
'per
continnearly
ated"
reported
Command
and
U.S.
construltion
planning,.
Arlie Scott, secretary of the
amateur radio operators in the
finishing of a small furniture uing heavy 1*2 awl fighter- Cambodia, including the most Drug Board, said Ails was the
Sir persons were shot to was adequately sealed off,."
NEW ORLEANS API - PoUnited States, January 27-28,
four densely populated region west
However. ender Crse ques- programs and other activities item or similar article of the bomber strikes in the
death and 17 injured in the
lice have identified the sniper
driving force for the establishVietna- of
Penh.
tioning, Giarrusso conceded for the spring semester, in- student's choice. Lectures and provinces of the North
they killed on a hotel rooftop as sniping incident.
ment of the drug council in
There
from
was
comment
re
no
panhandle.
that "there was a time span cluding planning and finalizing demonstrations supplement mese
Giarrusio also said:
a young Kansas black whose
Calknway County. Through his
in
Phnom
that
the
government
A total of 45 F152 strikes
the council has
- Ballistics- iirOve a 44 prior to our receipt of the plans a Novice Training Course in laboratory activities.
minister says he "hated white
leadership
To be limited to 16 students, dropped about 1,200 tons of Penh.
magnum carbine found next to of the building that an un- Code and Theory which will be
folks."
sponsored many projects for the
fighter-bomber
140
and
bombs
the class will meet in Room 154
Essex' body was the same wea- obvious exit from the roof announced later.
Supt. Carence Giarrusso told
youth and adults of Western
of the Applied Science Building. strikes were reported flown
pon that killed a young police would have enabled other pera news conference Tuesday
that helped to bring
Kentucky
All members are urged to
North Vietnam during
that the sniper was Mark J Es- cadet and wounded a policeman sons, if there were any, to attend this first meeting of the Cost for the course will be $45 against
a better understanding of
about
plus the cost of materials used. the 24 hours ending at 8 a.m. •
iCeetineed tram Page 11
sex, 23, of Emporia and added: in New Orleans on New Year's leave the roof and go to anoth- new year.
drugs arid their use, Scott adJohn Belt, course instructor, today
floor"
er
Eve.
"There's some evidence of a
ded.
well.
state
the
serving
is
tucky
An A6 fighter-bomber was
said students may register at
He said he didn't know the
- Police "have evidence
conspiracy by other people, but
system, the study said,
That
acthe
of
35
about
Some
today
early
down
shot
er
the first meeting or pre-regist
I cannot positively tell you that would lead to both con- length of the -time span," but
of Vinh and the "should generally be the funda- complishments of the council
northwest
miles
Murray
at
762-3393
calling
by
it
that
yet"
was
the
was
that
at
the
very beginEssex
clusions" the have been the purchasing of
two crewmen are missing, the mental guide followed by
State.
only sniper on the roof of the rung of the siege. Under more
state board in its decision-mak- films that have been used
reported.
Command
DownTown Howard Johnson's questioning, Giarrusso identi- Service January 10, 1973
vocational throughout the school system.
The second aircraft loss was ing in the area of
hotel, and that one or more fel- fied the "unobvious exit" as the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
that and technical education."
the bringing of drug addicts
helicopter
UH1
Army
an
Market
Report
Includes Nine
low snipers were with him and elevator shaft.
But "some departures from from the Lexington Hospital to
evening
Monday
disappeared
Buying Stations
escaped.
over enemy territory in eastern the state plan should from time talk to the school children and
Receipts. Act, 1579 Est. 100
Asked whether his reference
Quang Tri province just below to time be authorized as ex- parents; supplying literature
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
to conspiracy meant he had
of in- concerning ill effects of drug
the DMZ. Four crewmen and ceptions for purposes
higher Sowssteady to 50 cents
evidence Essex belonged to a
flexibility and to meet abuse.
novation,
South
the
to
advisers
U.S.
two
Funeral services for Mrs.
higher.
aulitant organization,Giarrusso
Vietnamese paratrooper divi- special local circumstances,"
Sula Cunningham will be held said:
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
The council has gained state
*32.75-33.25
the study said.
were aboard
sion
today at two p m. at the Locust
US 1-3300-250 lbs
and
pational recognition as a
$32.00-32.75
"I'm not certain about that
arrangespecial
Any such
The South Vietnamese miliGrove Church of the Nazarene yet
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
result of Ails' leadership and
$31 25-32.75
buD conspiracy in the
al"should
stressed,
it
ments,
anothreported
Kentucky's
tary command
A discussion of
where she was a charter sense that it may have been
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
members chose this way to
S30.50-31.25
Communist ways be regarded as exceptions
and er
of
needs
round
public-school
member. Rev. Gerald Tabers, two, three or four people; a
thank him for his efSOWS
publicly
when
and
.
legislation will be held terrorist attacks had raised ci- to the standard
Rev Paul Couch, and Rev. small number - you know, it
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
forts in helping the youth of
S25.50-26.50 proposed
viewed
be
not
should
approved
than
6
more
times:
to
two
casualties
vilian
Eugene Figge will be of- doesn't take many to form a
In a congregational meeting US 1-3 350-650 lbs. 924.50-25.50 Thursday night at
deci- Western Kentucky,. Scott said.
over KET Channel 21 100 in South Vietnam in the as precedents for future
ficiating.
conspiracy - who were intent the members of St. John's US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 323.50-24.50 o'clock
sions.''
over the same two past four days.
Serving as pallbearers will be to kill people. And that's the Episq.ppal Church recently US 2-3 450-650 lbs.
S23.50-24.50 and 7 o'clock
The study thus hedged someThe Saigon command said a
stations.
grandsons and grandsons-m- sum and essence of it."
electeZ officers for the coming
Boars 20.00-23.25
president of provincial capital and three dis- what on the issue of whether
Pasco,
Ruth
law who are Kenneth CunMrs.
work
the
direct
to
Helping
year.
He AN the carbine was the
should continue to opMurray Education Association, trict towns in the Mekong Delta the state
ningham, Glen Neal Cun- same weapon that cut down ca- of the mission church for 1973
area vocational
all
erate
Saiof
northwest
Outland,
village
a
and
ningham, Alvin Usrey, Earl det Alfred Harrell, 19, as
and Billy Dale
will be Charles Hinds, warden;
Calloway gon were shelled during the schools in the state or to turn
of
president
Tabers, Wayne Tucker, and stepped in front of police head- Mrs.
(Audrey (
(Cestimed freme Page I)
Dave
Association, said the night, with a total of nine civil- them over to local control, as
Richard Berry.
quarters 10 days ago and Marquardt, junior warden; Calloway County Hospital Education
wants.
Captain Ivan D. Frye of the
Interment will be in the wounded Patrolman Edwin C. Bailey Hendricks, secretary: Board, indicating that they give public is invited to watch the ians killed and 35 wounded. some districts
The study said a local school ROTC Department at Murray
Kirksey Cemetery with the Hosh Sr., 18 minutes later a and Norman Klapp, treasurer. unselfishly of their time and telecast and join in local And in Saigon, an explosive debe State University will speak on
discussions on this subject. This vice ripped through a coffee district generally...should
arrangements by the Blalock- few blocks away.
Additional appointments made talent in operating the local
an
to
additions
build
to
allowed
air
Nhut
Son
Tan
the
near
shop
Kentucky
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The Columbia (S. C.) Recdrd
says that "Australia is batting a
thousand against skyjackers.
One was killed recently when he
fired at police while changing
planes. Another who tried to
hijack an airliner over Brisbane
in 1960 was captured when the
pilot struck him over the head
with an axe".
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Memories of The Year Will Live On Though 1972 Is Gone Forever

Media growth helped
form youth culture
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By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
Building educational institutions for more than a thousand people Increases student
alienation,-says one of the rvatan's feeemosheetherities on school effectiveness.
Dr James S. Coleman, professor of social relations at
the Johns Hopkins University,
also indicated that the quality
of a high school education decreases as the school's size increases. He told a recent regional meeting at the university in Baltimore of Pi
Lambda Theta, national honorary education sorority, that
these qualitative changes exist regardless of pupil-teacher
ratio "In most of these
schools, teachers don't know
the names of their studenta,....
Students do not feel they cat
turn to a teacher."
After collecting the mod
data about schools and pupils
in the nation's history about
seven years ago, Coleman debunked many of education's
most cherished notions with
publication in 1966 of "Equality of Educational Opportunity.- It sparked a major reevaluation of the nation's
schools. Many of the conclusions in what is known as "the
Coleman report" were confirmed in 1972 in two books
published by social scientists
at Harvard University
For the last 18 months,
coleman has been studying'
youth cultures in the United
States as head of a presidential advisory panel on science.
One of the unfortunate aspects of the structure of
American educalion is the
-trickle down demands created by universities that establish the character of hie
schools and then, down to elementary school requirements Parental demands
would be different if college
demands were different.'•
Although Coleman does not
believe there is one massive
youth culture, he has identified three common tireads, a
tendency for youth to look Inward a psychic attachment
to others their own age and
pressure toward autonomy.
Yesterday's young adult heroes were athletes, but today's young Americans ad
mire peers who buck the Establishment even if they disagree with their philosophy.
Expended access to free
education
public
mass
through college and beyond.
greater access So and proliferation of mass communicahon increased affluence and
Insure time, a population
maturing earlier than ever,
but being kept longer in children's institutions; laws preventing economic exploitation
of the young and narrowing
the age-range of companions
have helped create the youth
cultures. These factors have
kept young adults together
and away from older and
younger Americans longer
than ever. Youth did not seek
this state of affairs. It was imposed by adult society, Coleman believes
Increased television viewing, the growth of "underground" newspapers and
magazines, the proliferation
of youth-oriented radio in particular and motion pictures
aimed at young adults take
communications from the old
face-to-face format to the instant exchange of ideas
across town and country. It
only could have happened in
the United States where the
press dings precariously to
dwindling freedom.
Proliferation of communications is one of the most important factors in the creation
of youth cultures, Coleman
said. "Before, adults had a
near-monopoly on communications. This is changing and
it will do so even more This
will strengthen and maintain
norms.
anti-Establishment
Television and mass media
turned deviant cultures more
to anti-Establishment views.
As channels of communications opened, the norms became confused and youth cultures gained strength from
adult expressions of deviant
behavior."

By Mrs. Estelle Spieeland
January 2, 1,73
When the last leaf is torn from
the calendar I always think
another year gone forever,
though there are always
memories which will live on.
Several Concorders went
home last year, and the
Christmas season was saddened
by the sudden death rii GAM
MeCuiston on
the second death in the year01
students from my first school
group at Grind Stone School.
Howard Kline had died March
8th of 72.
The world had hoped for
peace before 1973, but now the
renewed bombing has
to re-read Matthew 24:7: "For
Nation shall rise against nation,
and kingdom against kindgom,
and there shall be famine and
pestilences, and earth quakes in
diverse places." Then verse
"So likewise ye, when ye see all
these things, Imo% that at is
near, even at the doors."
Read the chapter. Is
everything fulfilled'
But in spite of the gloom,
somehow at Christmas the
mint of good will to man
prevails.
So many commendable deeds
are done! One unusual one, but
a worthy example was the
singing of Christmas carol at
Whit Vies - Nursing Home by
the 7th grade students of two
Kirksey teachers, Mrs. Annie
Mae Hopkins and Lucile Potts.
Maybe children who get
everything for Christmas need
to learn the joy of helping
others--giving instead of get-

— their siZe - should be
changed."
Coleman would like to see
producing
organizations
goods and services whose age
.range reflects society's.
He was asked what would
happen if young adults do not
grow out of the youth culture.
"Then there will not be a generation gap," Coleman re.
plied.

At the same time, young
Americans now have the
money to support their values
in the marketplace, Coleman
said. When psychic needs no
longer were met by the tam/hr.-young adidts tunesd increasingly to a close circle of
friends and
communal
groups.
"The experience of the generations is important to the
growth of youth and is to be
encouraged," he added. He
does not subscribe to the
theory that if you can't lick
'em, join 'ern.
"The young turn to adults
and very often they are not
there. Schools have become
impersonal Children have
grown up without a close relationship to any adult except
their parents who are authority figures Parents should not
take personal blame, but
should iry to overcome this
The shiuhure of institutions

Local Class
Constructs
Building

Down Concord Way

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

More married women
in Japan's labor force
A recent survey indicates
that more married women are
working in Japan, not only for
economic reasons but to brush
up their skills.
Due to Japan's economic
growth, the number of employed women has rapidly intressed to 10.9 million in 1970,
about 33.2 per cent of the total
Labor force.

The 1973 Maltase! Far ut Machinery Show Tractor
Chasapieerdaip will award wart than $20,104 hi prise Fawley and
trophies, February 11-17. Two hundred drivers will compete in
5,900. 7,000, 9,94111, 12.000 and 15,090 pound stock clanaen. 7,110C
and 9,000 pound hot rod classes and the 1,000 and 1 600 pound
garden tractor desist.%

SCHOOL PROJECT
High schenl student members of the Youth Bicentennial
Committee of Charlottesville,
Va , have undertaken a
monthly program to clean and
restore area graves of Revolutionary War veterans, .widf
assistance from the Army Reserve and chapters of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution.

rhe young man who stood in
the cold wind at Roses' doorway
collecting for the Salvation
Army is a symbol of the .
all
of
thoughtfulness
organizations which help
others.

Mr and Mrs. John Livesay
entertained several groups,
Including relatives, at their
lovely- home during holidays.
I could not mention all the
Christmas dinners enjoyed.
Mr and Mrs. T. Patterson
went to North Carolina to spend
Christmas with Mrs Patterson's parents.

Mrs. Marjorie Waggoner of
Panorama Shores accompanied
her Girl Scout Troops with.
Otis Lovings ate breakfast
llitithers to sips with his suza(440, he
Several 91
carols and &diver baskets to Christmas morning, then
lonely people.
hoarded a plane at Paduch, and
arrived at his daughters',
Wilma Gannon's, in Colorado
Springs that evening for
Orkitmas dinner. He returned
bane Saturday.

1972 Third
Wettest Year
In History

Heavy rainfall averaging 7.7
Inches across the Tennessee
Valley in December pushed
total precipitation m the region
Last year to an average of more
than 62 inches, making 1972 the
third welt* year on record,
T‘'A said today.
Precipitation for the year was
about 11 inches above normal.
Resulting runoff, totaling
nearly 22 inches, was about 6
inches above normal and the
eighth highest of record.
The December rainfall total
%gas more than 3 inches above
normal, and runoff at Kentucky
Dam of 5.45 inches was the
highest of record. Highest
precipitation during the month
was recorded at Clingsnan's
Dome, N.0 , with 12.9 inches.
Less than 50 miles away, the
lowest total was recorded at
Asheville, PLC, with 3.46 inches
TVA said levels in all
tributary multiple-purpose
storage reservoirs except
I Boone were above flood control
i..levels at the enchof December.
Level* in South Holston,
Watauga, Douglas, and Fontana were the highest of record
-for that date

Special thanks should be
offered when planes land safely.
The Wry Linons went to
Chattanooga to visit her only
aunt Mrs. Gertrude Houston
after having his only aunt, Mrs.
Hazel Utterback of Murray in
Sunday
their home
yhrtms
sing.
to play
Congratulations and best

wishes to Bro. Ralph Wilson,
Concord Church of Christ
minister, who brings his bride
to the i'oncord Parsonage after
The afternoon session of the
the new year
Carpentry class at the Murray
Good Shepherd Church Vocational School recently
welcomed newly weds, Mr. and completed a storage building
Mrs. Stanley Henry, to church for Steve Simmons, a po,tSunda)
secondary student enrolled in
Still clinging to the traditional the class. The building is
custom,the McClures enjoyedi located at Steve's home at 812
reunion and singing--this time South Ninth Street. Extended
at the Conuminity Center @Ow' In Murray. -25 cousins dined together at the
The 12' x 12' hoilning was bui4
Holiday Inn.
on a concrete slab, with all work
The three remaining McClure being done by the students of
brothers, Sam, Fred, and Dane, the class. The structural
all in their 80's, were there, and members were fabricated in the
many others
class laboratory and tranGroup singing was followed sported to the site and erected.
by the Bumacs who went from The siding is of finished
there to sing at Sugar Creek rnasonite, and the roof is of
Baptist Church and then to asbestos shingles. Other
Kirksey Methodist Church.
materials used in the *conI watched the New Year come struction were plywood, redin with Lawrence Welk's en- wood and fir.
tertainers, then was saddened
Skill was gained in the lay out
when on the news I saw cap- of the building, erecting stud
walls, cutting rafters, setting
hared air men asking prayers
Windows and doors, and roofing.
for peace.--

with instructor Harold
Members of the carpentry class at the Murray Vocational School stand
Shnmons, Ricks
SteNe
Upton,
Jeff
Mohler,
Grogan Left to right. Grogan, Ralph Dibble, Eugene
Burkeen, Dicky Burkeen. and John Rentroe.
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WRITING TABLET

ANTA_PD,SUSPENSION
12-oz. Plastic Bottle
Limit 2 Please

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

leg.

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1.72
--------

VITALIS LIQUID

Aladdin Wide Mouth
Pint Size

Reg. '3.19
— Sale $ 1

59

No. WM 4040

ALUMINUM POOL

V05 SHAMPOO
Reg.
s1.15 Sale 39

JERGENS LOTION
Extra Dry Skin Formula
9-oz. Bottle with Dispenser

69(P

BUFFERIN

Wilkinson Bonded

PAIN TABLETS

BLADES

Bottle of 100

sale

96
WOOLITE LIQUID

COLD WATER WASH
Protects the Color and Fit of All Fine Fabrics!

NESTEA

Reg. '1.69

100% TEA

JarSule

REMOVER

Reg. 11.75

16-oz. Plastic Bottle

99

Spray 'N Wash
SOIL/STAIN

Pack of 5

INSTANT

3-oz.

II

Choice of Regular or Unscented.
1 5 or

39

Reg. '1.35
Sale

7-oz. Bottle

ALUMINUM FOIL
Size 18"x25

ANTI-PERSPI RANT

Grooms hair without grease'

ALCOA WRAP HEAVY DUTY

Reg. 691 Sale

Choice of Regular, Dry Of Oily Hair.
7-oz. Bottle

HAIR GROOM

ALCOA WRAP

VACUUM BOTTLE

BAN ROLL-ON

Sale

POLIDENT DENTURE
CLEANSER
TABLETS
40 with 8 FREE

GILLETTE
RIGHT GUARD
Natural Scent
ANTI-PERSPI RANT
5-oz. Spray Can

96
4

'
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WIN FREE CASH!!

DIXIE FRESH
- GRADE A LARGE

in
This Week

Limit 2 doz. with '7.50 additipnal purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

meaty
N
CO
BA
SPA tr lilBS
STEAK

Last Week's Winner: Estelle Delaney

49;

WIENERS

12-oz. pkg. 49C

Legs

49"

Thighs 45'
Wings 29' it

Lb.

lb 99c

STEAK

lb.

Field's

44c BACK BONE39c
59c SLICED HAM
HAM
PORK ROAST
69
(t. BACON
lb.

lb

Smoked, Tenderized

9
HAM

lb $139

Morrell Frontier

9

CUTLETS

lb.

89'

Stokley

One Pound Pkg.

FRESH LAMB

Hot Bar-B-Q

Portion
lb.

Mother's

Hyde Park

cd

Shank

69c

CHICKENS

.F

BRAUNSCHWEIGER 59c

Boneless Center

Slice

Fresh Picnic Style

29;

Breast 55

Country

PORK

Rt. 4, Murray

39c FRYERS
99c

One Lb. Pkg

Country Fry

Armour Campfire

Chunk Style

BOLOGNA
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Family Pack

Armour Testender SWISS

69c

$10000

By BENJAMIN
Copley News Si

True Value

We Reserve The Right To Limit

lh

I'll

Prices Good Jan. 10th thru Jan. 16th

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Style

Cor

TREASURE CHEST

EGGS
2 Doz 89;

St Louis

PAGF
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Mt.KKAY, KENTUcKY

Till! 1.fiDGER &

'1
BREAD 4,5$100 moms
8c
88c BABY FOOD
CRISCO
BISCUITS
COKES
CREAMORA69c

TOMATO SAUCE 8:4P

3-lb can

We Train Men tc

Jar

LIVEST
SUYE

22-oz Jar

Borden's

19

APPLY

Ballard

Big 32-Ounce

If you have SOT
experience we va
to buy collie.

hogs

8-oz. Can

Kitty Plus

Deposit

CAT LITTER

8-1b.
box

49C

Trellis

5t$1"

CORN

for a local inter
today with your I
Include your co
dress and phone

CATTLE BUYI

(Limit 5)

4420 Ma
Kansas City. IN

Delta

Hamlin

Doz. 3

ORANGES

TISSUE 3
TOWELS
COFFEE

DR.

CABBAGE 4.

lb

Podiai

12C

44:!1'

Scott

Maxwell House

4

a WHIP
MIRACLE
32-0z

1-1.b. Bag

Jar

COUPON
limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

COFFEE
1-1b. Bag
69C
Expttes 1-16-73
Good Only At Storey's

6

COUPON
Limit One Per Family'
Scott

TOWELS

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

King Size

DOWNY
64-oz

4Ro„ssi
EXplres 1-11-23
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

WESSON
OIL

Expires 1-16-73
Good Only At Storey's

17-oz. Can

Limit 5 ,
COUPON
I.itnit One Per Family

COUPON
limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Kleenex

Regular

Kraft

FACIAL
TISSUE

Delsey Bathroom

ZEST
3129C

RAIN BARREL

4

ITALIAN
PRINT TISSUE
DRESSING
2-roll Pkg.
8-oz. jar 29C

Expires 1-16-73
Good Only At Store

Expires 1-16-73
'Good Only At Storey's
'

Etpires 1-16-72
Good Only At Storey's

4/$119

Expires 1-16-73
Good Only At Storey's

BY API'

15

COUPON
Limit One Per F'arnik

boxes$119

Expires 1-11-73 '
Good Only At Storey's

PEA

Rolls

200 ct.
48 oz $109

SO. 12th St.

Single

(With Coupon Below)

(Limit 1)

Green Giant Trailer

Fabric Softener
48-oz. Bot.

Sin
Expirei 1-16-73
Good Onry Al Store'y's

ALL
$

daimmem
COUPON
Limit One per Flintily

3 Plec

King

OXYDOL
84-oz. box

99'
Expires 1-11-73
Good Only Al Storey's

i 2th

assmMilim

1.1

•

0;3

tir

4
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Congressmen will pay
more for 'free' mail
By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Congress'
Is faced with whopping cost
increases for its "free" mail
privilege as a result of the U.S. Postal Service insisting
on full- payment for delivering
the franked mail.
Based on a brand new system of calculating the amount
of franked mail flowing from
Capitol Hill, the Postal Service has projected the fiscal
1974 cost at $35.7 million.
The projected cost for fiscal
1973, which ends next June 30,
is $24.4 million.
The new system of measuring the amount of franked
mail goes into effect this
month, thus making the projected [mai 1973 cost a combination of the old and new
meastring systems
Congress paid $21.6 million
to the Postal Service for fiscal
1972, although the original estimate had been for $18 nue
.lion. The fiscal 1971 cost was
014.8 million.
1..• By companson, the cod for
representatives'
delivering
*rid senators' official mail in
peal 1963 was $4.7 million.
'Ten years later, the projecttion is for $24.4 million. Rising
Thil rates and increased
e of.11w frank accoise for
of the increase.
The Postal Service, which
0
took over the nation's mail
---41ystem in July, 1971, is Insisting that Congress, like a corporation, pay the going rate
for service
The former Post Office Department was a politically
•-.. oriented government operaton. and only a cursory effort
was made to till the Congress
- lie actual service. This conto chronic deficits in
the department, postal officials say.
But the Congress is not
complaming, for unlike a corporation, it simply appropriates from tax revenueserhatever is necessary to pay the
ta11.
Key to the billing- precede will be a new system of accurately accounting for all
franked mail.
The current practice is to
weigh the sacks of mail as
they leave Capitol Hill. A formula, constantly revised by
sampling the sacks, is then
used to deterrrune how many

pieces of mail are being carried.
Congress has been billed 8
cents per piece, regardless of
the weight. Actual counting of
sampled sacks indicates that
congressional mad runs about
44 letters per pound. That figures out to slightly more than
one-third ounce per letter
Under the new system, the
procedure for weighing
franked mail will be tightened
up for a more accurate measurement, and Congress will
be billed 4cents per ounce for
the first-class service that a
franked letter gets
"Just like everyone else,"
commented a postal official.
Congressmen may not send
franked letters by airmail
without paying full airmail
postage. An allowance for
buying airmail stamps comes
out of another congressional
fund.
An examination of postal
records indicates that congressmen have been mailing

more letters and newsletters
to their constituents during
their reelection campaigns
than at any other time during
the two-year terms.
.
For example, from Sept. 18
on
rionelecti
(a
1971
15,
to Oct.
yeari, members of the House
of Representatives sent
439,481 pounds of franked
mail, while their Senate col126,515
mailed
leagues
pounds.
But during the same period
in 1972, the House, where all
435 members are up for reelection every other year,
poured 843,956 pounds into the
mail. The Senate, where only
one-third of the members are
up for reelection every two
years, contributed 277,309
pounds.
At 44 letters per pound,
that's an estimated 37,134,064
pieces of mail flowing from
the House just during that
four-week period, and the
Senate produced an estimated
12,201,596 pieces.

- Your Individual
Horoscope

SALE!

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,

JANUARY 11, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Mars favorable. Allocate
energies as necessary. A
diversionary tactic could be
practical. In new ventures, try a
"dry run" or you may waste
time and energy.
TAURUS
!Apr. 21 to May 21)
Poise and perseverance are
two requirements now. Choose
the most appropriate goal and
plan for its achievement
carefully. Romance continues
favorable.
GEMIN I
May 22 to June 21)
Practical issues will demand
your compete attention now.
There's a temptation to skip
details, but this could be costly:
Heed the voice of esperience• CANCER
tJune 22 to July 231
— A day for playing the waiting
game. Don't let anyone pin you
down to a commitment until all
factors are clear in your own
Some rosy reports could
'mind.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
Bel Air Center
The hardest material known
endowed with outstanding
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cuts
to man • a diamond
perception and diplomacy. You
SO. 12th St.
drtlls, grinds and polishes betare inclined to be scholarly and
753-10166
ONLY
MENT
BY APPOINT
ter than anything else
never cease in your quest for
knowledge — knowledge which
you can impart to others with
surprising facility. This, of
course, makes you an excellent
candidate for the profession of
teaching. You are practical and
methodical, too; haiee a liking
(MurriPY Only)
for figures and statistics, an
asset in many lines. Other fields
in which you could carve a
successful career: Science,
statesmanship, literature and
— knee you are more outgoing
than most Capricornians — the
theater. Traits to curb Too
much introspection, moodiness
and occasional streaks of
Gravy,
of:
Birthdate
Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with
jealousy.
, early
Hartiilten
r
Alexande
Cole Slaw, Rolls
Amer. statesman; William
James; philosopher; Eva Le
Gallienne, renowned actress
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Almost One-Third Of Hi▪gh School Boys Indicate An Inclination To Join Army
NEW YORK API — Mast ,
27 per cent of the high seised
students polled in a- national
su.rvey---.V per cent of the bows
and 21 per cent of the gins—
say they would be -inclined lo
join" an all-volunteer nubbin
for a limited time if it reptaces
the draft.
cent-9 per
AnotlEir 7
cent of the boys and 5 per cent
of the girls—said they souk' be
inclined to make the military a
career a'tcording to Scholastic
Magazines Inc whose National
Institute of Student Opinion
conducted the survey among
42,000 students in more than 2,000 schools The poll was taken
in the November issues of two
of the organization's magazines.
Of the remainder, 31 per cent
of the students said they would
not be inclined to join, while 35
per cent said they were not
sure
The students, in answer to
ahy they would join, said most
often that they expected good
pay and a chance to travel
'with good pay more important
to the boys and travel opportunities more important to the
girls I. The chance to serve
their country and the chance
for career and job training
were the third and fourth most•
cited reasoin.
The institute conducts a national poll of student opinion on
various questions four times a
year.
The volunteer military question read this way:
"It seems likely that the military draft will be done away
with by some time next year
and the U.S. will have an allvolunteer military service. If
this happens would you, after

twng y our schooling .er be ‘ievk a as taken bN 27 per cent
tuchned to jonothe military foe , of the boys and 35 per cent of
the -not sure"
a limited period I say 18-24 the girls, and
minds . bI make military view by 32 per cent of the boys
service a career,, i not be in- and 39 per cent of the girls
In additioh, thestudents were
dined to join. d not sure."
asked abotit courts, policemen,
The .not inclined to

hal Li
on policemen, 39 per cent felt
thus treated young people with,
frimdliness and courtesy, 23
,per cent thought them fairly
harsh and unsympathetic, and
38 per cent had no opinion.

hiring teachers anti other subjects.
Of those polled, 53 per eent
thought courts were reasonably
fair on criminals, 39 per cent
thought them "too soft" and 8
per cent thought them "too

'for
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Rio
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U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE

$1 48

Club Steak
US

GOVT GRADED

89c

1 LO

Pork Sousse

ev G

cmoici

Boneless B.C. Stack

52'9

La

FAMILY PAICOF 3 TO 5 LBS FRESH

Fryer Breast

LB
FAMUy PAK OF 3 TO 5-LBS FRESH

Whole Fryer Legs

LA

69'
59`

PLUMP TENDER FROZEN

Stewing
Hens

LB

Turkey Drumsticks

Steak

Le

OA
H
EA,

20

Cornish Hens
TENDER

Pork Liver

LB

Round Steak
I FAMILY PAK OF 6 TO 10,

S-1-48

lB

5
$
LB1

Shoulder

LB

Eggplant

1.0

Kroger

12-oz.

Smoke-E-Links

Fir B t FA

899c

LB

4

Grapefruit
Cauliflower

3

Green Onions

F I ORIDA

Yellow

Corn

ii C. H`tt
20-LB
BAG

Wild Bird Seed

r tt

Si
69'
49'
'199

PKG
ENDIVE. ESCAROLE. ROMAINE OR

Boston Lettuce
Navel Oranges

5-

BAG
LB
WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY

Rome Apples

LB

CALIFORNIA GREEN,

3

Fresh

290
7=1._

EA

CALIFORNIA

III II

•

69'

29`
99'
39'

39

t

AV'.

ROGER ALL-MEAT

CRISP CALIFORNIA

Celery Hearts

Wieners

BE L

Le

Catfish steaks

H

$ 129
LB

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Swiss Steak

$139

ION

IF•04.01-0114.C7 LB
TENDERLOIN 0' TROUT OR
OF

79'

KROGER CHUB PACK (APPROX 5-LBS.)

Ground Beef

190
79c Vg% 79c
LB

35`

Neck Bones

POTATOES L,AG WIWO

I.

True
Rib Eye $259

954

47c

loaa

IDAHO

JUICE
ORANGES :1 :
JUMBO TEXAS

59c

LB

Beds. English Roost

QUARTER -SLICED

Pork Loin

f LORI()A

29'

Boling Beef

59`
89`

Pork Roast

Tangerines

L f,

KRO

US GOVT CRADED CHOICE

GRAPEFRUIT /90
FRESH

Neck Bones

79`
69`
39`

BONELESS WHOLE OR HALF

FRESH PICNIC-STYLE

Texas Sweet Ruby Red
or Marsh Seedless

LB

FRESH,LI

GOVT GRADED CHOICE

!
49LI
39'
79`
451

o Lamb
'

BEEF

$138

Cubed Round

Cube
Steaks

FAMILY PAK OF 4 OR MORE

Kim E. Pennington

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

U

BONELESS
Leg

LB

WHOLE PORI<

TURKEY WINGS OR

.

cAPI7
U15

TOWELS
BOUTIQUE
WHITE
COLORS &

WILLIAM'S WHOLE HOG

In conjunction with academic
work, PeritifTlrbo is preparing
for a career as a professional
Opera coach. He is a member of
The Metropolitan Opera Guild of
New yogi'. City.
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Kim E. Pennington. twentyfour-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs Clinton Pennington of
Murray Route 3, has been
selected to membership in Pi
honorary
Delta,
Kappa
scholastic music fraternity at
University,
Indiana
Bloomington, Indiana.
Pi Kappa Delta is an

Pennington is currently a
candidate for the degree,
Doctor of Music in Piano
Music
and
Pedagogy
Literature, in the Indiana
University School of Music. He
received the degree, Master of
Music in Piano and Music
Literature, from I.U. in May of
1972 with an overall academic
average of 3.74. At present, he is
maintaining a 4.0 average for
the twenty-five credit hours
completed toward his doctorate.
During his years of graduate
study, Pennington has served as
associate instructor of music
theory in the Indiana University
School of Music, in addition to
performing duties as a member
of the Music library staff. Hehas done extensive opera and
art song coaching in almost
every vocal studio at I.U. in• cluAing the studio of former
Metropolitan Opera soprano,
Eileen Farrell. He is a member
of the staff of the Musical Arts
-.Conter on the Bloomington
campus, having served as
assistant manager during the
, 1972 hummer session. •

•

KROGER PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

Pennington
Named To
Fraternity

honorary fraternity whose
membership consists of undergraduate and graduate
students in music having an
overall academic average of
3 70 or above_

Fifty-seven per cent thought
they should have a voice in hiring teachers, against 24 per
cent who thought they shouldn't
and 19 per oent who were not
sure.
And 39 per' cent thought a

WEDNESDAY—UM:ARV 10, 1973
teacher hag a right to strike a other 20 per cent had no opinstudent only in self-defense,
And 65 per cent characterized
with 31 per cent saying the
teacher never has the right. their lives as "pleasant, with
Only 19 per cent said the periods of real fun," while 27
teacher has the right to strike per cent called it "okay—but
students to maintain discipline. nothing special." Four per cent
Sixty per cent said they chin't called life "boring," and the reobject to.'violence in movies, maining" 4 per cent called it..
with 20fer cent objecting. The "anxiety-ridden."

Ground Chuck

LB

99;

1' ROGER RVTHE PIECE

1201
PK c,

634

Braunschweiger

LB

59'

Country Style

SAUSAGE

69c,
4.

;
,
1 2=MOIRSTEMIONDWTT,
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had no opinthe man who served seven
years as Queen Victoria's
prime minister, cooled the
• phrase "peace with honor,"
stood off Russian ambitions in
Europe and the Moslem
world, brought Egypt, the
negotiations on Europe.
Sudan and South Africa into
This little town in Buckinghamshire, 40 miles north of the Iliritish sphere and de.
dated Victoria empress of Inwas home to Disraeli,

CAPITAL IDEAS-i•-..
haracterized
leasant, with
while 27
t "okay—but
our per cent
'and the reent called It..

Disraeli was an early jet-setter
By RAY MeHUGH'
Copley News Service

tury bookstore in Beaconfield
has forgotten Benjamin Pisrah, but President Nixon
hasn't.

BEACONFEELD, England
— The quaint little 19th C,en-

Therein may lie a tale as
East and West and the world's
two nuclear superpowers prepare for a climactic year of
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1
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CRISP FLAKY

Kroger Saltines

HERSHEY

12-0Z
PKG.

22`
26`

Corn Flakes
PERSONAL

4

Ivory Soap

315 -01
BARS

334

ALL

19C

DRINKS
CHUNK STYLE

6'/a -OZ
CAN

43`

13-0Z
CAN

29I

REGULAR OR WITH IRON

Similac Liquid
KROGER

s-01

Tomato Sauce

CAN
I -OT
14-0Z
CAN

L FLAVORS

-1114 Drib

13'
33`

BELDAI

SHORTENING
is

59

/1-LB
gaff -CANS

4
5

Tomatoes

-

AVONDALE

KROGER BARTLETT

Pear Naives
AVONDALE

Wager Tuna

794
69'

1 LB
BOX

F LA

BIGK

AVONDALE

Sweet Peas
KROGER

Peanut Butter
WHI IF OR cot. or,

FLEECE
BATHROOM
TISSUE ,„.

1 -LB
CANS
1 -LB
1-07
CANS
1 -LB
2-0Z
JAR

z. $.01?)
4"11*
1 -La

29'
Orange Juice
47`
Pineapple-Grapefruit Drink 1,11

Fleece

1-0Z
CAN
1-0T
14-0Z
CAN

Fruit Cocktail
I-7()(,1

TOWELS

KROGER 1 -QT, 14-0/

19A

KROGER
APPLE
SAUCE

ji

lumbo

I -LB
9-0Z
JAR

KLEENEX WHITE OR COLORS

Facial Tissues
KLEENEX BOUTIQUE

CLEETTIN•71le=

WORTS 25' CASH

3
3

53` Instant Cocoa
891 chis,with Beans 2
$1
Balls3
39' Cir Peanuts 312

14-01
PKG
15Yr OZ
CANS

69`
79`

Malted

100-CT
PKG.'S

gra

594

Vick's Nyquil
FAMILY PRIDE

Cold Capsules

Orange Slices

OZ
PK GS

MS

Bread

990

SLICEDUX

KRAFT
AMERICAN
CHEESE

$121
6-02 •

2-LB
PKG.

cinnamon Rolls

4

et-oz
PKGS

KROGER SLICED NATURAL

:zr ,0G78`
BTL
OF 1005

TERM. 96c

1 -LB
6-07
PKG

COUNTRY OVEN ASSORTED

139

14-07
PKG

Sugar Wafers
AVC/iJC, A1

CRINKLE-CUT
POTATOES

00 OZ
LOAVES

59`
39`

790

3
31

FIP(')WN /4'4 UVr

BUTTE RCRUST

LB
10Z
[ OAVES

White Bread
LiG4kr pR

$

OZ
PKGS

Twin or Flake Rolls

1

s

DARK

Swiss Cheese

6-0Z
PKG

CHILLY SNOWMAN

ke Cream on Stick

BANQUET STEW. CHICKEN & DUMPLING
SALIS•UITV 2-LB

925 Sappers

STK
OR TURNIEI, pKG

4
Green Beans
49` Baby Lima Beans 4
99` Broccoli Cuts 4,

KROGER FRENCH STYLE OR CUT
9-0Z
PKGS
KROGER FORDHOOK OR
10-07
PKGS

Si

KROGER

PKG.
OF 10

0-0Z
PKGS

(KROGER

Corn Oil ,2
Margaiine

KR )

4

FPIN

9

—

ROUND WHITE OR

3
tiountry Style Rolls 3
Golden Pound Cake 3
Cinnamon Rolls
3
1
Sandwich
&ins
Honey Wheat Bread

13 OZ .
PKGS

LARr“

12-02
PKGS.

CARAMEL OR PLAIN

10-CT
PKGS

10 WIENER ROLLS OR

F

Orange
Juice

0

$I
LOAVES II

KROGER-BAKED'

PKGS

•-

I

He was a man-about-town,
an ordinary poet, a sometimes shocking novelist and a
brilliant conversationalist
who dominated West End
drawing rooms as John F.
Kennedy used to dununate
Georgetown's parlors some 15
years ago
The early beginnings seem
absolutely contradictory to
President Nixon's()WTI norms.
To turn, the assumed intellectual superiority of the
Georgetown circuit is still
anathema. As one writer put
It. Disraeli was a jet-setter of
his day.
M. Nixon's fascination
with the earlof Beaconfield
would seem to center on Disraeb's later years. He was defeated the first four times in
tads for Commons and when
he was finally elected he was
shouted down by colleagues
durmg his maiden speech
when he ignored parliamentary niceties_
Some say Dr. Henry Kissinger called Mr. Nixon's attention to Disraeli, but it is more
likely that the President discovered him on his own
Republican-oriented scholars and historians have long
cited Disraeli's famous rationale for conservative parties
'In a progressive country
f-hange is constant, and the
question is not whether you
should resist change which is
inevitable, but whether the
change should be carried out
in deference to the manners,
the customs, the laws and the
traditions of the people or
whether it should be carried
out an deference to abstract
principles and arbitrary and
general doctrines."
One hundred years before
the fact. Disraeli seems to
have summed up the context
of the Nixon-McGovern
election.

POLLUTION
PROTECTED PLANES
LONDON I API - London's
clean air means death to hundreds of the city's plane trees
They're dying of sunstroke

I
$
Special Formula Bread3 LOAVES

Cheespred
KROGER

Choc. Chip Cookies

1

49

KROGER
13-02 48C
CAN

COUNTY OVEN

e do

1 LB
PKGS
WITH COUPON1
10-07
JAR

Instant Coffee

ST JOSEPH

Asplrlui

3

GOLD CREST GUM DROPS OR

AQUA NET

COLD MEDICINE

r99
"

CAN

... Plus DISCOUNT PRICED
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Nair Spray

Z:

SU•1.‘ T

ward off the winter chill.
At both inns and at the
bookstore a Mention of Disraeli draws a blank stare.
Such, perhaps, is the fleeting
fame of politicians in their
own hometown. But President
Nixon has rekindled interest
in the Victorian novelist-gadabout-premier.
In his postelection interview
with Garnett Horner of the
Washington Star-News, Mr.
Nixon was asked to compare
his administration with an
earlier time.
"My approach is probably
that of a 4,44.sraell conserva[lye- a strong foreign policy,
strong adherence to basic
values, and not being destrucUve ofillieni, but combined
with reform, reform that will
work, not reform that destroys," he said.
The President's reference
_was brief, but it was precise
to trigger a rush of reInto Disraeli and his
times.
Britain today would rather
talk of its turn-of-the-century
Edwardian past. Books,
plays, fashions reflect a fascination with the pre-World
War I era that marked the
height of British power and
affluence. But ft was Disraeli
and William Gladstone who
laid the foundations for that
moment of power and glory.
The son of a Jewish immigrant Isaac Disraeli, Benjamin Disraeli was baptized a
Christian and set out on a ca-veer that hardly indicated future political prominence

MEL-0-SOF1' SANDWICH
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THAT'S RIGHT,
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Container for all the old spices
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new containers of any FRESH
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PKGS

1410-CT
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KANDU LEMON. GREEN OR PINK

Family Napkins

00

Rolls

ToWASIOPAANCR•s
,
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HEINZ

-- 4-

88`
89`
59`

SLICED

29c

3 'AV

Kosher Dill Spears
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$139
79,

CRUSHED OR

1-1114M'KROGaEppple

35c

11
CAN

Get in on
"The Big
Spice
de-In'
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t.41.1 F

IIPPPRIMIDNIPMINIMEM

COMPARE THESE
XTRA LOW DISCOUNT
EVERYDAY PRICES!
PINT

cros3ef

0 iltilillITITITITITITIMITITIT4r
EXTRA TOP VALUE
STAMPS

100 EXTRA
Top Value Stamps

Chocolate Syrup

HUNT'S
KETCHUP

OR

4=1
lEll
WEI
4WD

Plus a Bonus of

KELLOGG'S

hedgerows and pruned forests. Local rums can be
traced to Norman titles add
the Church of All Saints
guards gravestones from the
12th and 13th centuries.
At the George and the Saracen's Head, the atmosphere is
friendly and the customers fa"our dry Spanish sherry to

dia.
President Nixon and most
Americans would like whitewashed Beaconfield.
Life is placid and orderly.
The surrounding area is affluent. The green and burntbrown English winter countryside is marked by well.fenced fields, neatly planted

-

Said David Burdekin of the
Forestry Commission research
laboratory "For some reason
the plane is particularly susceptible to early morning sunlight
after a night of hard frost Until
recently. because of air pollution, it never saw any early sun
But now we are getting both
hard frost and strong morning
sunlight The effect is to kill off
the planes "
CARAMOOR OFFERS
REWARD FOR ITS ART
KATONAH. NY. 1API — A
$10.000 reward is being offered
by the Caramoor Center for
Music and the Arts to anyone
providing information leading
to the recovery of 12 works of
art stolen from the "great
house'. of the Walter Rosen estate here Oct 19
The art works, valued at half
a million dollars. include a portrait of SibilTa. daughter of the
Elector Frederick the Wise of
Saxony by Lucas Cranach The
painting is 16 by 20 inches and
the subject holds a gold-covered
jar.
.-Mbar missing piecea include ,
two Celluu bronzes and nine
Chinese works dating to the
Ming Dynasty

•
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Business Leaders React Cooly To Public Opinion on Settlements Move

Southern Forest
Institute To Meet

Settlement of antitrust cases
behind closed doors, such as the
ITT revelation, casts further
doubt on'antitrust enforcement,
but public disclosure before
final settlement is no panacea,
one large segment of the
business community seems to
think.

'We see three distinct-kinds
ATIANTA. GA—More than
action needed to stimulate
of
leaders,
industry
300 forest
growth of moren . trees on
the
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,repres
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.
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By HELEN M. PAGEL
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Copley News Service
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Managem
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and management of those Ray. Professor
n the days begin to
-Whe
y,
Universit
Mississippi State
resources
lengthen
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subject.
'Action. Essential To Develop the conference on the
en."_
strength
To
Essential
The South's Forests'," ex- "To Spark Action
Sc says the oldprophecy.
Forests,
plained WI Executive Vice Develop The South's
There was a great deal of
Motivate.maybe not scientruth in it
President Dr Benton H. Box. You Must First
really
truth just the
wW
program
•'But our
-- Dc—.Noah N. Langdale, tific truth% but
deal with much more than that; President, Georgia
State same
And any old-timer can
sell be explor,,ing bus all the University, Atlanta, Ga., will
South's forest industries— explore the necessity for more vouch for the truth of another
ther—can motivate productive forests in a major well-known fact. Always, on
acting
non-industrial address titled ''Resource the coldest night in January,
private,
thekitchen range
",,dcrirner to work hand-in- Management, America's last the fire in the
elected to go out. Every other
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night in the year it would
region's total forest resources
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South's
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and warm in the morning
acres of forests, approximately designed to promote open
But just let the temperature
all
by
140 million acres are owned by candid expression
to 20 degrees below, and
drop
private landowners The vast segments:, interested in and in the morning the kitchen fire
majority of this private land is responsibly concerned with would be out.
wurly forestry and forest land uses in
either
presently
And to crawl out of bed in an
managed, or not managed at the South," Dr Box said
unheated bedroom and go
into an icy kitchen
all. In orsier to meet America's
All meeting sessions will be shivering
future needs for eood and wood held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel required real fortitude, even
if you were wearing a long
products, forestry experts
and are open to the public
flannel nightgown, bed socks
agree timber growth on these
1973
the
of
('o-Chairmen
privately' owned lands in the 13 Southern Forest Insbhiie An- and a nightcap
'Mere was plenty of wood in
Southern states must be nual Meeting are John M.
the woodbox behind the stove
doubled by the year MOO
Coracific
Georgia-P
Turner,
What must be done to poration, Crossett, Ark, and and father would take a
hatchet -and shave up a few
motivate private landowners to Joseph V. Crockett, Wr, vas
whilemother gathered
sticks
the
for
trees
plant and grOW
Corporation, Lynchburg, Va. up . old newspapers and
future'
matches, arid in a few minutes
there was a merry little blase
flickering away in the range.
It took awhile to warm up
1he kitchen,for it wasno little
tucked-up space where you
can reach everything without
taking a step,such as you find

protecting businesses from
predatory, monopolistic abuses,
independent business people
polled - by,'the National
Federation of Independent
Business react cooly ...to a
proposal to bring public opinion
to bear on out-of-court settlements.
The proposal by Senator'
Birch Bayh, Indiana, during
waning days of the 92nd
Congress would require the

pletely frosted over and then
you laid warm pennies on It
and made peepholes to look
through
The scene outside was, of
course, perfectly fanuhar to
everyone, but it was amazing
how different everything
looked when you saw it
through one of those little

Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Ni ht Off!

in modern houses. The kitchen in those days was probably the most lived-in room in
the house, and was quite likely to be at least fourteen feet
square
Mother and father huddled
over the stove until they were
thawed out enough to move,
and then went about such
tasks as hanging the children's clothes over the backs
ef choirs by the stove so they
would be warm enough to put
'on,ctupping the ice off the
water in the water pail, thawing out the butter and bacon
so they could be cut with
something besides an axe,
and priming the kitchen
pump
Curiously enough, nobody
considered all this any special
hardship How in the world
could you expect to appreciate a warm, comfortable
kitchen if you had never experienced a cold one? And people in those days had an odd,
old-fashioned habit of concentrating on the warm part instead of the cold.
When the kitchen was warm
enough all the children came
romping from their various
bedrooms, but it wasn't the
stove which attracted their
attention first. It was the windows.
Storm windows were prac-.
tically unknown then. You.
it!)
kept the worst of the wind out
by stuffing rags around the
cracks between the windows
and the casings, and poking
them tightly in place with a
heavy knife. This served the
purpose fairly Sell and kept
out most of the icy blast.

openings. Somehow, it threw
a magic spell over the whole
world
And it sort of makes you
sunder whether it's really the
world that is out of joint now,
or whether somebody should
put a warm penny on the
frozen windowpanes and create a new viewpoint.

15'
Hamburger
Cheeseburger 19'
Big Shef
39'
Super Shef
49`

For a double treat,
try one with a

Offer Good at
Murray & Mayfield
BURGER CHEF

But there was another vise
• tor who came in the night and
who never tried to enter the
house. He looked like a huge,
snowflake to-- ova tterof-fact
folks, but to thoSe with an
imagination he was a little
white sprite with long pointed
ears, a tall peaked cap and a
penchant for mischief.
His name was Jack Frost,
and the pictures which he
painted on the windowpanes
have never been equaled by
any artist There were mountains and trees and rivers,
castles, boats, knights on
horseback, princesses, birds,
strange beasts, witches,
caves, and just about any. thitaryou could think of. You
• could lookTor hours and still not find 'Air the things pictured
on ope pane And sometimes
the window would be coin-

anymore) or by abandonment
of the case behind closed doors.
Many Defendants plead nobo
contendre, neither admitting
nor denying the charge.
An even greater sore spot
with independents is failure of )
the Federal government to
enforce provisions of the
Robinson-Patman Act which
prohibit sales at unreasonably
low prices for the purpose of
destroying one's competition.
Unrestrained "loss leader" and
merchandising
discount
practices seem to be obviously
predatory in violation of the
law, yet no action is taken, says
the Federation.
Disclosure that the Governmen settled its attempt to force
the International Telephone and
Telegraph Company to divest of
three merged companies, added

further evidence of hollow
antitrust enforcement in the
eyes of many independents,
says the Federation.
But there is concern that
public disclosure before settlement and public hearings in
litany such cases may impose
added workloads on the Justice
Department, with cases drawn
out even further. The staff
should be more active, rather
than bogged down, many seem
to feel.
who
The independents,
operate most of the small retail
and service- firms, are not,
with the token enhappy'
forcement against powerful
corporations. A complete airing
of the subject, and major
reforms. in enforcement_ feem
lo be the only solution, froth the
independents' point of view.
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SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.

they are undecided. Because
there was no niajority vote, the
Federation will not take a
position in the matter.
independent
Kentucky
business owners voted this way:
49 per cent endorse the
proposal, 33 per cent disagree,
and 18 per cent express no
viewpoint.
In the past, independent
owners have voted by up to 4-1
for stronger enforcement of
antitrust laws, and to increase
the maximum penalty from
$50,000 per count to $500,000
Independents generally feel
that the Justice Department's
Antitrust Division and the
Federal Trade Commission are
lax in bringing suits against
cuMparues that restrain trade,
in
price-fixing
engage
other
and
agreements,
predatory- tactics in violation of
the laws.
Furthermore, few of the
initiated cases are prosecuted
to conclusion, being settled out
of court by consent decrees (in
which accused firm agrees not
to indulge in the illegal practice

Justice Department to disclose
the reasons it proposes any
settlement and require hearings
A
if any, controversy follows..
Federal judge made this a
condition of settling one Antitrust case in 1972.
finds,
Federation
The
nationwide, that 49 per cent of
the independents support the
public disclosure plan, 34 per
cent express opposition and 17
per cent--a high number—say
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Earthquake Forecasts Feasible In 10 Years
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By LED' ERICKSON
Associated Press Writer
MENLO PARK, Calif. AP
- Earthquake forecasts as reliable and precise as hurricane
warnings will be feasible in 10
years 1r earlier, a U.S. Geological Survey research chief predicts.
"We- are on the threshold of
spectacular breakthroughs. We
anticipate success," Jerry T.
Eaton said Wednesday in an interview. Eaton is chief of the
survey's office of earthquake
research and crustal studies.

Appliance
Industry
Sets Record
CHICAGO—Home appliance
shipments in 1972 reached
record levels in 12 of 14 individual major appliance
categories and topped last year
by 9 per cent the Association of
Home Appliance Manufacturers has announced.
A preliminary total of
31,071,900 units was reported by
U.S. producers of air comfort,
home laundry, food handling
and kitchen clean-up appliances.
In 1971 the industry shipped
36,429,300 units.
According to the national
trade association, the 1972 totals
will also be substantially ahead
of the 30,507,000-unit estimate
made by manufacturers in midyear.
Biggest gains have been in the
kitchen clean-up equipment
field with dishwashers 27 per
cent ahead of last year and food,
waste disposer shipments up to
20 per cent. Totals of 3,144,500
dishwashers and 2,747,400
disp,sers were distributed in
1972 compared to last year's
totals of 2,477,000 dishwasheye
and 2,291,000 clispiews.
Washers and dryers account
for the largest share of the
major appliance total with
9,013.400 units. Shipments were
13 per cent ahead of last year's
record of 7,985,600 units.
Automatic washers were up 10
percent and dryers up 16 per
cent.
Gains of 18 per cent were
reported for electric ranges.
refrigerators were up 11 per
cent and freezers were 9 per
cent ahead of the previous
1971 t highs in the food handling
products category
Room air conditioner shipments declined 17 per cent from
1971 levels, however, continued
to represent approximately 15
per cent of the industry's total
as they have since 1964.
POLLUTION TOLL
About 60,000 trout were
killed recenUy in a hatchery
Saint-Pierre-Sousat
Aubenas, Ardeche, France by
industrial pollutants in a tributiu-y of the Ardache River
which supplies the hatchery
with fresh water

"All the elements of our work
are coming together now. This
means that we cap judge the
site, the time and Magnitude,"
he said. •
Japanese and Russian research efforts also are progressing on a major scale, Eaton
said, and those nations are
pooling their information with
that developed by American
scientists_
Eaton said that, while there
has been notable progress in
earthquake-prediction ability
over the last eight years, 'NI
can't venture a scientifically
based prediction yet.
"I will make an out-on-a-limb
guess that there will be no catastrophic quake in the San
Francisco Bay area) of the 1906
San Francisco scale for at least

"With laboratory simulation
of rock-strain endurance, plus
other clues, we can construct
computer models of when there
must be a fitiltMe In a fault
locking system," he said.
He said California's 700-mile
San Andreas Fault system is
nature's contribution to the
study.
"It will give us a number of 5„
Richter magnitude quakes —
just below destructive scale —
and we will be able to prove
and test out all we have found
out," he said.
"We'll have to have the dryrun experience with San Andreas quakes of magnitude 5 or
less before we can have full
confidence in our ciipability of
predicting a really major
quake," Eaton said.

the next 20 to 30 years."
The Dec. 23 Managua, Nicaragua, earthquake with its huge
toll in human lives and destruction underscores the worth of a
reliable quake-predicting si-stern, Eaton said
"It's simple to say what
causes a major earthquake. It's
the release of stored elastic
energy jammed up in the rock
faces locked together in plates
of the earth's crust moving in
appostie directions," Eaton
said.
Laser and computer instruments developed since the
great Alaska earthquake of
Good Friday 1964 make it possible to record minute fault
creeping and to detect syruptorus of fault failure, Eaton
said.
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New:Year-1s Celebrated
Many Ways on Many Days *
By AP Newsfeatures
People have not always
had New Year's parties.
In 487 A D. New Year's
Day was a holy day in the Christian church, the F'east of Circumcision, and parties were not
allowed, as they had been a
pagan custom
But all that has changed,
along with a number of other
changes in the holiday, including the date
It wasn't until 1582, when the
Gregorian calendar was adopt
ed, that Jan 1 became generally recognized as New Year's
The Jewish calendar still has it
in September or October: the

Chinese calendar sets it be- March 10 as the beginning of the
tween Jan 21 and Feb. 19, and year, gave branches of misvarious countries have cele- tletoe from their sacred oaks as
brated it on Christmas Day, charms
Another expression, which'.
Easter Day, March 1 and
March 25, according to The comes down from the English,
is "cleaning the slate" for a
World Book Encyclopedia
In ancient Egypt it was about New Year. According to the
the middle of June, when the encyclopedia the English used
Nile overflowed its banks In to clean their chimneys on New
Year's bay for good luck
Iran it is still celebrated on
Hence, "cleaning the chimney''
March 21
became -cleaning the slate '
The expression "turning over
"Pin money; also is an Ena new leaf" may have started.
says The World Book, from the glish expreSsion centering
ancient Roman custom of giv-' around New Year's. On „that
ing presents of bay and palm day husbands gave their wives
leaves. Also, Druid priests in money to buy enough pins for
the Briush Isles, who marked the whole year. The practice
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died out when machines began
manufacturing pins during the ,
1.800s, but the terpi "pin money,' meaning a small amount
of spending money, still survives
Today. despite the restrictions of the early Christian
church,-the New Year is generally a time vf celebration
throughout the world, regardless of the date involved
In the Orient it's 4.„ time of
gaiety, and friends exchange
gifts In Europe the day is celebrated by holding family par—
ties, giving gifts and visiting..
And in the United States, it is
one of the most festive holidays—
of the year
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time
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for
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big
that represent
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all
drastically reduced in
not listed. All
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prior
items subject to QUANTITIES.
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HUNDREDS OF ITEMS AT BARGAIN PRICES:
va -NEW & DISCONTINUED... FLOOR SAMPLES ... FREIGHT
DAMAGED ... ODD LOT MERCHANDISE
• FURNITURE
• SPORTING GOODS
• TOYS
• MAJOR & TABLE APPLIANCES • AUTOMOTIVE ITEMS
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LEONARD

PHILCO

Owens-Corning

MINCE
FILTERS

For fresh, filtered
air. Most popular S.S.
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0,4
FEA

7 1 12 Cl
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TIRE 8,SUPPLy
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advertising in the Ledger lit Times could make the difference
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES —

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
Now
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Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

Locations

(our customers)
Store-Sliced

ALL-MEAT BOLOGNA
Sliced
1/4 TENDERIZED HAM
1/4 PORK1.0IN Sliced

lb. 694

834

U.S. Choice Rump or Sirloin Tip

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

ROAST

FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

Boneless

Craddock's

Matchless

SAUSAGE

BACON

I.G.A.

KRAFT

Giant Size

PARKAY

Potato Chips

39';
Green Giant

I.G.A.

Strawberry Preserves
I.G.A.

18 oz Jar

57'

Whole

Sweet Pickles

59'

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Green Beans

No 303 Can

Niblets Whole Kernel

Corn

12-oz. Can

Just Low Prices!!

I.G.A.

Pot Pies

19'

No Stamps * No Games

25'

No $5.00 Forced Purchases

No Coupons

I.G.A.

Crackers

1 lb Box

Checker Cola

28-oz. Bot

I.G.A.

Towels

Big Roll

Bread
, Cokes or Pepsi
.

Merit

Salad Dressing

TRAILER
PEAS

Qt.

I.G.A.

Apple Sauce

2LOoaotz

No. 303 Can

No, 303 Can

Hunts

Armour Treet

12-oz Can

Gerber

Baby Food
Chili

46-oz. Can
Red

Florida

ORANGES
5 lb. Bag

49'
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